Transformation!
The University of Hartford has undergone a remarkable transformation in the past decade. Major buildings and Division I athletic fields are constructed. Applications, enrollment, and degrees awarded all show impressive growth. Academic programs are stronger than ever. Fundraising results have increased 100 percent. Hundreds of young people are exposed to the possibility of college at the two magnet schools on campus, the Summer Place camp, and Hartt Community Division classes. Our academic, physical, and financial status is strong, and we are poised for continued success in the future.
The Goodwin Café in Mortensen Library is a new gathering place on campus. The café was funded in part by a generous bequest from Dorothy Goodwin, a lifetime regent, longtime trustee of Hartford College for Women, and lifetime member of the Mortensen Library Board of Visitors.
The excitement and energy generated by enthusiastic students and engaged faculty are palpable on campus. Transformation and change fill the air. In the 2007 Annual and Donor Report, we celebrated the culmination of our exhilarating 50th anniversary year. This year, we celebrate the successful completion of the Campaign of Commitment, the most challenging and important fundraising campaign in our history. The campaign raised $175,852,600, and 34,156 alumni, parents, and friends made gifts of support.

It is difficult to summarize succinctly what this successful campaign has done to ensure the future of the University, but I would say nothing short of this: The Campaign of Commitment has provided the momentum for the University of Hartford to thrive in the 21st century. We are a university on the move. We will not stop until we have achieved our full potential as one of America’s great small universities. On behalf of the entire University community, and from the bottom of my heart, I thank all of you who made the campaign such a resounding success.

Your generosity has made possible our vision for the University's future and our sense of optimism. Both the amount raised and the number of donors are equally important and impressive. This campaign had two overriding goals: to raise the funds necessary to ensure the bright future of the University, and to increase the number of donors, especially among our alumni. By doing so, we could guarantee that, far into the future, the charitable giving that marks the difference between good and great universities would be ensured. On both counts, we succeeded beyond my wildest dreams.

This campaign changed the University not just on its face but at its very core. Let me give you a sense of how profoundly different this University is now, thanks to the successful campaign.

The campaign had three areas of emphasis:

1. To support the core academic and student-life programs of the University;
2. To build our endowment to support our faculty and staff and supply needed scholarships for our talented and deserving students; and
3. To improve our facilities in order to support our academic and student-life programs.

Building Academic and Student Life

Here’s a basic fact of life for all universities: tuition does not begin to cover the costs of all programs. Giving to the University makes it possible for us to offer the wide array of programs that we do—from athletics to the arts to professional studies. Ten years ago, giving to the University totaled $8 million. Giving to the University in 2007–08 was $16 million, a 100 percent increase. Let me offer just a few examples of how your support benefits faculty, students, and staff all across this campus.

The research of professors like Richard Freund, director of the Maurice Greenberg Center for Judaic Studies, brings international acclaim to the University. His archaeological projects in Israel have pushed the boundaries of what we know about biblical archaeology. Professor Freund’s work has shed light on biblical times—described in both the Old and New Testaments—and given us new evidence of how people of that time lived. He brings colleagues from around the world and University of Hartford students to Israel to continue his research, and he gives our students the experience of a lifetime. All of Professor Freund’s work—all of it—is made possible by charitable giving.
Stephanie Spada ’10 (left) is recipient of the Alfred and Primrose Fuller Scholarship. The Fuller bequest of $18.6 million was the single largest gift to the Campaign of Commitment. The Fuller Music Center is the home of The Hartt School. The Fuller bequest supports core programs of The Hartt School, including two endowed professorships and scholarships.

As a dance performance and pedagogy major, Spada takes classes in the new, state-of-the-art Mort and Irma Handel Performing Arts Center. She also teaches jazz dance and ballet classes in the Hartt Community Division.

Spada began dancing when she was three years old and began taking classes in the Hartt Community Division when she was 12. After graduating from high school, she studied and trained with the Princeton Ballet School for two years before applying to colleges. She says she chose to attend the University of Hartford because it is one of the only schools in the country that teaches dance pedagogy, and since she is so passionate about dance, she wants to pass that passion on to others whom she instructs.

Spada commutes to classes that begin at 8:30 a.m. and end at 4 p.m. On many days, she then teaches Community Division classes or heads to work at another job. Receiving the Fuller Scholarship, she says, has allowed her to work fewer hours to cover the balance of her education costs. After graduation, she hopes to join a dance company and, of course, teach.

This page (left to right) Ashley Fichera, Marisa Harris, Sara Fastow in a ballet class at the Handel Center.
Many of our students experience the fulfillment of working with school-aged children through the University’s highly acclaimed Educational Main Street (EMS) program. This school year, EMS is providing volunteer opportunities for 450 students, not only education majors but also students throughout the University, to work as tutors and mentors in nine public schools in Hartford, West Hartford, and Bloomfield. All of the work of EMS—the good that it provides the children of our neighboring towns, the experiences it provides our students, and the service it provides our communities—is entirely supported by charitable giving.

Coach Jennifer Rizzotti has brought a new level of excellence and achievement, as well as national acclaim, to our women’s basketball program. We are now firmly placed in the top echelon of women’s basketball programs in the country. The success of Coach Rizzotti and her team is clearly the result of great coaching and talented and spirited student-athletes, but Coach Rizzotti believes firmly that her team’s basketball experience must also be an educational one. For the past several seasons, she has taken her teams on trips to play games and exhibitions in parts of the world that provide these new experiences—to Italy, to Hawaii, and to the American West. All of these trips are supported by gifts from corporate supporters, alumni, and fans of the teams.

Some of our students, while in high school, never dreamed that they could afford a University of Hartford education. Thanks to gifts to our Hartford Scholars Program, Hartford residents who graduate from a public school and have the credentials to be accepted into the University as undergraduates qualify for a half-tuition scholarship. Many of these students are the first in their families to attend college, and some of their families cannot afford to pay the balance of tuition costs. That means that these young people, about 70 each year, work hard, both at jobs to pay the balance of their tuition and in classrooms to earn their degrees. The proof of this program’s success can be found in the hundreds of Hartford Scholars graduates now advancing in professions ranging from teaching to finance to architecture.

In 2006 we created the Women’s Education and Leadership Fund (WELFund) to bridge the rich history of Hartford College for Women graduates and supporters with the future of talented women at the University and in Greater Hartford. To date, WELFund has sponsored 41 projects by providing grants to faculty, staff and students working on their own or in partnership with others both on and off campus.

Programs like these, and many others that I have not named, could not exist without your generosity.

BUILDING THE ENDOWMENT
From 1998 to 2008 the University’s endowment grew 82 percent, from $62 million to $113 million. Endowment monies support teaching, research and financial aid, which in turn help us attract and retain impressive students, faculty and staff. The campaign’s dramatic results in fund-raising for the endowment have already generated many success stories.

Alfred and Primrose Fuller were principal supporters of The Hartt School long before there was a University of Hartford. Alfred Fuller, founder and CEO of the fabled Fuller Brush Company, was a longtime chairman of Hartt’s board. Primrose Fuller outlived her husband, and on her death left the largest bequest in the University’s history, $18.6 million dollars. This gift supports The Hartt School and helps it compete in the top rank of the world’s performing arts conservatories. The Fuller Endowment brings world-class visiting musicians to the University to teach and perform, funds two endowed faculty chairs currently held by Christopher Zimmerman, the Primrose Fuller Professor of Orchestral Studies, and Edward Bolkovac, the Primrose Fuller Professor of Choral Music and provides scholarships to talented Hartt students. The current Fuller Scholarship recipient is Stephanie Spada ’10, a dance performance and pedagogy major who began studying with the Hartt Community Division at age 12, then performed and taught for two years with the American Repertory Ballet and Princeton Ballet School before enrolling at The Hartt School. One reason she selected The Hartt School is because it is one of the only schools in the nation that offers dance pedagogy.
The University now has more than 370 endowed scholarships and 150 endowed funds. Grace Carney, a longtime regent of the University, established the Carney Scholarship Foundation that provided scholarships to 47 deserving University students in 2008. The National Honors Scholars program was created in 2006 by life regent Belle K. Ribicoff, with additional support from Richard J. Cardin ’62, regent and co-chair of the campaign, and other donors. As the University’s premier four-year, full-tuition academic scholarship program, this helps us attract the very brightest students. Students like Maria Qadri ’09, a biomedical engineering major who is a leader of the University’s Engineers without Borders program in India, a preceptor, and corresponding secretary of the Ultimate Frisbee team.

Ivana Milanovic, who is today an associate professor and chair of mechanical engineering in the College of Engineering, Technology, and Architecture, was one of the first recipients of a Greenberg Junior Faculty Research Grant. In 2001, Arnold C. Greenberg, a longtime regent and former chair of the board of regents, and his wife, Beverly, made a major gift to establish the program that, since 2002, has provided grants for 17 junior faculty to allow them to pursue research, scholarship, or artistic endeavors. Since it is difficult for junior faculty to receive outside funding, the Greenberg grants provide important support that gets them started as productive scholars and artists. This grant program makes us a leader among universities in supporting our junior faculty. We can proudly state that all 17 of the Greenberg grant recipients to date still are employed at the University.

This fall we welcomed Karen Tejada as the first Jackie McLean Fellow at the University. McLean, an acclaimed jazz saxophonist, composer, and for 36 years a faculty member at The Hartt School, died in 2006. This faculty fellowship brings young scholars who have completed the coursework for their degrees to campus to teach and to complete their dissertations. Karen, a PhD candidate in sociology at the University at Albany, State University of New York, is studying political activism among Salvadoran immigrants in the Washington, D.C. area.

Thanks to the generosity and foresight of University regent Jean-Pierre van Rooy and his wife, Marie-Claire, the van Rooy Center for Complexity and Conflict Analysis has taken up residence in Mortensen Library. The center will allow faculty and students to learn about complexity theory and use that knowledge to analyze many aspects of the world around them. It will bring together different disciplines—such as art, economics, and chemistry—to work on intellectual problems and possibly lead to innovative curriculum design, published papers and books, and conferences on campus.
Professor Ivana Milanovic was one of the first recipients of a Greenberg Junior Faculty Research Grant in 2002. Thanks to a $1 million gift to the Campaign of Commitment from regent Arnold C. Greenberg and his wife, Beverly, the annual Greenberg grants enable University faculty members who are just beginning their careers to do high-quality research, scholarship, and artistic activity.

Milanovic used the grant to help adapt her doctoral research on airflow over supersonic aircraft wings to research on airflow over subsonic aircraft wings. The subsonic wind tunnel in United Technologies Hall of the College of Engineering, Technology, and Architecture, enabled Milanovic and her students to recreate the models from her doctoral research, create low-speed experiments, and compare the results to her previous work in high-speed flow fields.

Six years later, Milanovic is associate professor and chair of the Department of Mechanical Engineering. The research supported by the Greenberg grant helped her get the first of three successive NASA fellowships. She has been honored as a finalist for the Connecticut Technology Council’s Annual Women of Innovation Award and has served as co-director of the Connecticut Space Grant College Consortium.

Milanovic came to the United States in 1995 from Yugoslavia, Serbia, where she earned her BS and MS from the University of Belgrade. She received her PhD in mechanical engineering from Polytechnic University in New York. She taught at Polytechnic and at Columbia University before coming to the University of Hartford in 2001.

This page left to right Geno Magliocco ’10 and Loren Brandenburg ’09, mechanical engineering technology majors, manipulate a wing model in the wind tunnel in United Technologies Hall.
University regent Bob Forrester ’66 (number 9) top left joined the men’s soccer team pregame huddle in September. A ceremony was held before the game against Canisius to name Alumni Stadium and rededicate Al-Marzook Field. Forrester and his wife, Linda, made a major gift to help refurbish the soccer/lacrosse fields and construct new baseball/softball fields.

Karen Tejada (top right) is the University’s first Jackie McLean Fellow. This fellowship, named for acclaimed jazz saxophonist, composer, and Hartt faculty member Jackie McLean, who died in 2006, brings young PhD candidates, who have completed their course work, to campus to teach and finalize their dissertations.

In July, top illustrators from around the country displayed their work (center left) at an Artists’ Reception for the Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Illustration program at the Silpe Gallery. The Hartford Art School has the only limited-residency MFA program in the country dedicated exclusively to illustration.

(Center right, l–r) Renée and Bob Samuels, President Walter Harrison, and the Samuels’ sons, Michael and Steven, stand outside the Renée Samuels Center on the day it was dedicated in 2007. Renée Samuels, a longtime Hartford Art School supporter, trustee, and University regent, and her husband made the lead gift for the center which brings art and technology together.

Irma and Mort Handel (left) pause after the dedication in September of the stunning Performing Arts Center that bears their names. The Handels were the largest individual donors to the project, which renovated an auto distributorship into a state-of-the-art facility for dance and theatre instruction and performance. Irma Handel is a trustee of the Hartford Art School. Mort Handel is a trustee of The Hartt School and a life regent of the University.
In keeping with our mission as “A Private University with a Public Purpose,” the University continues to provide educational and cultural opportunities for citizens of the Greater Hartford region. Significant gifts during the campaign provided endowments for two new public lecture series. The Rogow Distinguished Visiting Lecturers series, a gift of the late Helen Rogow, brings eminent thinkers from all disciplines to campus to speak to students and the public. The Cardin Reading Series, a gift of Lucy and Richard Cardin ’62, brings writers to campus to read from their works and inspire both our students and our community. In addition, two other endowed lecture series bring leading professionals to campus to provide lectures to our students and to the community: the Newman Lecture on Law and Justice, endowed by the Honorable Jon O. Newman, a life regent, and the Architecture Lecture Series, endowed by JCJ Architecture.

Over the course of the campaign, many other endowments were established to support scholarships, faculty development, books and materials for the Mortensen Library, art supplies and equipment for talented young artists, instruments for young musicians, and much more. These gifts will help many future generations of students and faculty.

BUILDING THE CAMPUS

Clearly, the most visible results of the campaign are the capital projects that, collectively, have changed the face of the University forever. If you have seen the University recently, you know what I mean. If you haven’t, I encourage you to visit. Meanwhile, here’s a rundown of the major projects that you will notice when you arrive.

The old heating plant next to The Hartt School has been converted into a home for our cinema and communications studies faculty, thanks to major gifts from Marc C. Abrahms and others. Now named Abrahms Hall, it is one of the most creative examples of adaptive re-use on any university campus in the country.

The Integrated Science, Engineering, and Technology complex, universally called ISET on campus, includes a renovated Dana Hall and parts of the United Technologies Building, alongside a new wing for the biology and chemistry departments. By bringing all of our science, technology, and engineering programs into one complex, we have provided our students and faculty with undergraduate science facilities equal to any comparable university in the country.

The Home Field Advantage Campaign helped us build state-of-the-art athletic fields for our soccer, lacrosse, baseball, and softball teams. At the University of Hartford we pride ourselves on maintaining top-level NCAA Division I sports that are first and foremost for students. These fields say that with an exclamation point. Led by a major gift from regent Tom and Suzy Reich, supported generously by significant gifts from the Fiondella and Samuels families, regent Bob and Linda Forrester (’55), Jeff Bagwell and his family, and many others, these gifts provided the momentum to allow us to match a $700,000 grant from the Kresge Foundation, the largest such grant in our history. Most importantly, this project was fueled by hundreds of gifts from alumni, who provided the base that allowed this project to succeed.

Inside the new Renée Samuels Center are wonderful new facilities for the photography and media arts disciplines of the Hartford Art School. With a lead gift from Bob and Renée Samuels, a University regent, and other gifts from longtime supporters of the school, this addition allowed us also to increase space available to other artistic disciplines and create Koopman Commons, a central space for students to meet that is named for longtime supporter Georgette Koopman. The new Silpe Gallery in Taub Hall was made possible by a significant gift from regent Linda (M’65) and Donald Silpe. The renovated gallery is now a wonderful exhibition space for our students and alumni.
Arturo Arroyo ’03, M’08 (opposite page), is a junior designer at JCJ Architecture in Hartford. As a graduate of Hartford Public High School who was admitted to the University of Hartford, he received a Hartford Scholars half-tuition scholarship for his undergraduate studies. The Hartford Scholars program provides half-tuition scholarships to students who live in Hartford and graduate from Hartford public schools, as well as to Hartford students who attend suburban schools as part of Project Choice, a state program to improve diversity in suburban school districts.

Arroyo’s parents are from Puerto Rico, and he is first-generation American. During his undergraduate years he was a resident assistant and held elected office in the student organization Naciones Hispánicas Unidas.

Arroyo has always had an interest in art and construction, and at the University he discovered that he could combine both interests with a major in architectural engineering technology. In the summer of his junior year, he was selected to be a summer intern at JCJ, where he continued to work part time until graduation.

Arroyo is grateful for the experience gained before he was hired full time and for the opportunities he has had to support development in Hartford, his home. Over the years, he has been involved in designs of the addition to Hartford Public High School, the Institute for the Hispanic Family, and the Hartford Public Safety Complex.

JCJ Architecture, one of the most highly respected and diverse architectural firms in the nation, is a strong supporter of the University. Each year, JCJ sponsors the Mayor’s Scholar Award, a monetary award presented to a junior or senior Hartford Scholar who excels in academics and demonstrates an exceptional commitment to the University and the Hartford community. JCJ has also endowed the University’s Architecture Lecture Series.
Although it was funded by bonds and not by charitable contributions, Hawk Hall, our newest residence hall, has changed life on the residential side of campus. To showcase this hall and to provide a campus center for first-year students, we constructed a plaza between Hawk Hall and the renovated Hawk’s Nest restaurant in University Commons. Our alumni stepped up and funded the plaza, now aptly named Alumni Plaza. It is always filled with activity, thus fulfilling its goal.

This fall the Mort and Irma Handel Performing Arts Center opened as the new home of the dance, theatre, and musical theatre departments of The Hartt School as well as the dance programs of the Hartt Community Division. A combination of charitable gifts and public support enabled us to turn an abandoned auto distributor-ship into a world-class facility for training actors and dancers. The center’s location will help immeasurably in the economic development of the Upper Albany and Blue Hills neighborhoods of Hartford.

Still to come is the final construction project of the campaign, the Shaw Center at Hillyer College. This addition to Hillyer Hall will provide offices for Hillyer College faculty, a seminar room, and common space for Hillyer students. Funded by alumni and parents of Hillyer College, with a lead gift by Jay and Debi Shaw, the center will give Hillyer a distinctive presence on campus.

These projects are not all the changes that have taken place on campus. Soon, both the University of Hartford Magnet School, opened in 2001, and the University High School of Science and Engineering will be located on the main campus. The high school’s new building, funded by the State of Connecticut, will be completed in 2009. The high school, currently housed on the Asylum Avenue campus, celebrated the graduation of its first class of seniors, known as the “Legacy Class,” in June. Nearly all of the 68 members of the school’s first graduating class are continuing their educations—an eye-popping result for a public high school in Hartford. We are proud that 16 members of the Legacy Class have enrolled here.

We also have a new system of roads on campus, as well as new sidewalks, lights, signage, and landscaping that have revitalized the grounds.

The campaign has done more than fund new buildings and provide financial support. The combination of our prudent financial practices throughout the decade and the success of the campaign has built a strong foundation for our future success. Net assets have grown from $90 million to $150 million in 10 years, and total revenues have grown from $96 million to $165 million. We are in the strongest position in our history, ready to take on this century with a sense of optimism and purpose.

All of this has helped immeasurably in fulfilling our core mission, the education of our students. Applications for full-time undergraduate admission have increased nearly 150 percent since 1998; full-time undergraduate enrollment has risen 21 percent to 4,842; and degrees awarded are up 23 percent to 1,803 awarded in 2008.

We are well positioned, even in uncertain financial times, to fulfill the promise this University has held since its founding: to provide teaching and learning opportunities to the widest array of students, and to be recognized nationally and internationally as a great place to study and live. Through the Campaign of Commitment, you have helped us make that possible.

The transformation of the University of Hartford, fueled by the Campaign of Commitment, has been spectacular. Thank you for your commitment to our vision, our mission, and our purpose. Thank you for continuing to give. The campaign may be over, but the need for support is not. I urge you to stay involved. This is a great time to be at the University of Hartford—a university transformed for the 21st century and beyond.

Walter Harrison
President
November 2008
In 2007–08, alumni, parents, and friends contributed more that $15.6 million in gifts and contributions to the Campaign of Commitment, equaling the amount raised the previous year and bringing the total amount raised to $175,852,600.

On October 16, the University celebrated the official end of the campaign with a gala celebration in Gengras Student Union. Shown below, clockwise from top, Barney School Professor Emeritus Paul Mali and his wife, Mary, enjoy the reception held in Suisman Lounge. The Malis’ $500,000 gift to the campaign was used to construct state-of-the-art lecture halls (Mali 1 and Mali 2) in Dana Hall.

Honorary campaign chair and life regent Harry Jack Gray (Hon. ’78) has been a loyal supporter for more than half the University’s history. In March the board of regents created the Harry Jack Gray Medal for Distinguished Lifetime Achievement in recognition of his lifetime of dedication, support, and service to the University. Gray was the initial recipient of the medal, which will be presented only occasionally.

President Harrison was joined on stage by student regents Alissa Rauch ’09 and Elsa Chin ’09 and campaign co-chairs Linda Silpe ’65 and Dick Cardin ’62 to end the gala with a champagne toast and confetti blast that caught everyone by surprise.

Drapes, spotlights, red and gold table coverings, and cushioned chairs transformed Gengras cafeteria into a festive setting for the gala. Enjoying the evening are (foreground, clockwise) regent Tom Reich and his wife, Suzy; life regent Mort Handel (Hon. ’02) and his wife, Irma; Donald and Linda Silpe ’65, campaign co-chair; and David Trager and his wife, Merle.
It is with great pleasure and a genuine sense of satisfaction that we communicate the results of fiscal year 2008. We successfully completed our Campaign of Commitment and realized an impact on the lives of our students and faculty. We know the results have transformed the function and beauty of our campus. The improvements to the campus and academic programs are a direct result of your contributions. Thank you very much.

With your steadfast support we will build on the momentum created throughout the last decade. We continue to earn additional academic respect and increased recognition of our University in many areas. Our motto, “A Private University with a Public Purpose,” continues to gain momentum in the community and region.

The most recent example of fulfilling our motto is the University’s expansion into the community with the Mort and Irma Handel Performing Arts Center. The center, located just minutes from our main campus at one of the key gateways to the city of Hartford from surrounding towns, is the dance and theatre home for our students and the Hartt Community Division, one of the finest community arts organizations in the country. Further, we have expanded the Hartford Art School and the Integrated Science, Engineering, and Technology facilities, vastly improved the athletic facilities, and built new student housing, among several other new and renovation projects. Our second magnet school, the University High School of Science and Engineering, is under construction on campus and may open as soon as March 2009, to complement the elementary school that opened on campus in the fall of 2001.

Everything we do continues to focus on engaged and committed students, faculty, and staff. Your gifts support our efforts. We continually add scholarships for our students, upgrade our honors program, provide financial assistance to faculty members for projects that enhance their teaching skills, and engage our staff in growth activities.

Our University is stronger financially than it was a decade ago. It is important that we maintain our financial strength in this most difficult time. We must face the challenges head on. We will need your help in keeping us on the right track in the years ahead. Please continue to support the Annual Fund. A postage-paid envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

On behalf of the University’s Institutional Advancement staff, we want each of you to know that we deeply appreciate your interest and look forward to your continued support.

Thank you all for taking part,

Dick Cardin ’62
Co-chair, Campaign Steering Committee

Linda Silpe M’65
Co-chair, Campaign Steering Committee
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Susan M. Petrogallo and Robert M. Haggertt BS ’75  
Haddass L. BFA ’84, MFA ’03, and Matthew Rubin  
Elizabeth S. and Peter G. Russell Diane Samuels  
Nancy and Glenn Sherwood  
Janis BFA ’78 and Ronald Simon  
Linda Rohlrick Simons AA ’60 and Harris D. Simons  
Elizabeth A. BS ’66, BFA ’82, and John Stone Stout Jr. BFA ’65  
Janet I. BS ’70 and Dr. Philip A. Streifer BMUS ’71  
John D. Summers BS ’81  
Lydia A. AA ’72 and Peter L. Tedone  
Jennifer M. and Thomas O. Trillo BS ’75  
Peter Veru BSBA ’85  
Charles C. Waiger MEE ’72  
Sally and Allen Weintraub  
Shirley B. and David Weintraub  
Stephanie J. AA ’96 and Erik G. Wexler AA ’83, BA ’85, MBA ’87  
Linda Cheverton Wick and Walter Wick  
Susan Rafferty Williams MEE ’70 and Eliot P. Williams  
Penelope A. and John A. T. Wilson
1940
CENTURY CLUB
Roger Preu
DONORS
Barbara Dutton Emanuelson AA
Reata O'Connell Overman Cert

1942
DONORS
Shirlee Wakefield Horan AA
Wesley Maxfield Jr. AA
Miriam Miller Ratner AS
Donald Rosenblatt AS
Robert Senget AS

1943
BENEFACTORS' SOCIETY
Edwin Prior AS
DONOR
Marcia Pessin Kagan AS

1944
HARTRAND SOCIETY
Elizabeth Burnham Bennett AS
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
Louise Widell Korder AS
CENTURY CLUB
Jean McKay Eckhardt AA
Christine Alexander Prichard AA
DONORS
Ethel BaCo BMI, BMus '55 +
Charlotte Manross Chapman
Nancy Parsons Ferguson AA
Lottie Miller Johnson AS

1945
DEANS' CLUB
Louise Petersen Lostocco AS
DONORS
Doris Field Armstead AA
Rita Goldstein Kaplan AS
Nancy van Zelm Singh AA

1946
DONORS
Eleanor Andrews AA
Norma Nietse Brown BMI, BMus
Lorraine Pratt AS
Ruth Ross Ziokowski

1947
ANCHOR CLUB
Anita Barry MacDonald AA
CENTURY CLUB
Eleanor Hamitt BMI
Erma Shapiro Macy AA
DONORS
Jean Codaire Buscarello AS
Sidney Gold AS
Everett Kaplan AS
Robert Popp AS
Florence Kaplan Seger AS

1948
BENEFACTORS' SOCIETY
David Chase (Hon., '98)
ANCHOR CLUB
Edward Diemante BMus
CENTURY CLUB
Albert Pawowski AA
DONORS
Florence Geryk Bergamini
Janet Leschke Fellows AA
Carl Holmsten AS
Lois Riley Leavenworth AS
June Ibelle Markef AA
Mary Strother Peachman AA
Marvin Rauch AA
Selma Lipsy Rosenbaum AA
Elena Dimauro Rosstito AS
Shirley Beebe Stemler AA
Saundra Weinstein AS

1949
MILLENNIUM SOCIETY
William Griffin AA
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
Mary Converse BFA
DEANS' CLUB
George Post Jr. AA
ANCHOR CLUB
John Bloomquist AS
Beryl Gigele Capewell
Eleanor Marchesseau
Diemante ME
CENTURY CLUB
Richard Harvey AS
Nels Nelson AS
DONORS
Ralph Beyea Jr. Art Cert '48, Art Dipl
Mary Schubert De Cozio BMI
Mary Fitzgerald AA
Patricia Burns Germaine AA
Edwin Larson AS '42, BS
Robert Parisi AS '47, BS
M. Gloria McKinnon Perret AA
Philip Swain Jr. AS

1950
ANCHOR CLUB
Eleanor Boit
Marvin Capewell AS
Florence Heath
Silverstein AA '48, BA
Melvin Silverstein AA '48, BA, ME '56
CENTURY CLUB
Anonymous AS
Kathryn Diamond AS
Anna Pizzo D'Oonoiro
William Lasley Cert
John Otterbein AS
Arthur Penn AS '48, BS
Elda Luzietti AS '50, BS

1951
HARTRAND SOCIETY
Kent McCray (Hon., '07)
ANCHOR CLUB
John Church BA
Gordon Kilduff AS '49, BSBA
CENTURY CLUB
Thomas Brennan AS
Edward Butler Jr. BA
Israel Kopmar BMus
George Linde BS
Robert McCarthy AA
Robert Mills AS
Anthony Rita Jr. Cert
Eugene White BS
DONORS
Cynthia Pitt Bernstein BMusEd
Arthur Chaves AS
Joan Cook AS
Carmine DeLeo BMI
Stella Monterosso De Nicola BFA
Anthony Fiengo AS
Loretta McKinney Hansen BMusEd
Robert Hughley BA, ME '59
Lawrence Hunt AS
Robert Kallinich AS '49, BS
Donald Nordstrom AA
Margaret Harper Peterson AA

1952
ANCHOR CLUB
William Meyer III BA
DOVYORCH SChwobel AS
CENTURY CLUB
Manfred Adler AS '48, BS
Donald Cagenello AS '50, BS
Richard Coombs AA '50, BA
Anita Eger Marchant AA
Walter Mitchell AS
Elinor Sills BMI, BMusEd '59
John Sullivan Jr. AS '51, BS
Norman Vanasse AS '50, BS

1953
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
Rudy Blindt BMI, BMusEd '54
Joseph Diament Ing
Hennetta Zalanaki Donato AS
John Durkin AA
Frances Boyle Griffin AS
Joan Sullivan Gurrieri AS
Marjorie Toscano Heffy AS
Joseph ManigASFAS '50, BS
Mary Bernat Martel AS
Nathan ShoF Cert
Marie Swigert AS
Vincent Tenzer BMus, BMI '54
Frederick Ward AS '50, BS, MBA '63

1954
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
Jerry D'Apice AA '51, BS
Gary Olson AS '51, BS
DEANS' CLUB
Robert Flaxman BS
ANCHOR CLUB
Marie Love Johnson MEI
Kathleen Magowan AS
Barbara Smith BMI
DONORS
Carol Voss Beets AS
Kenneth Behnke AS
Mary Cosentino AS
Bernard Dansky AS '52, BS
Joseph Donato AA '51, BA
Elise Prospera Easterbrook BMI
Miriam Katten Fleishman AS
Joan McAlpine Ganzhorn AS
Robert Kimenke AS '56, BS
Eugene Kovaleski AS
John Kupfer
Paul Lignelli Cert
Russell Martino BMusEd
Arthur Moorcroft AS
Ruth Smith Murphy AS
Thomas Murphy AS '53, BS
Harold Paskowitz AS +
Philip Pease AS
Joseph Pizazzio AS '48, BS +
Marvin Salzberg BMI
Beverly Geeter Shepard AS
Victor Simmons Cert
Nancy Budde Spooner BFA
Walter Srejko AS
Jane Smoinski Tanksi BMI

1955
REGENTS' SOCIETY
Snow Campion AS

1956
CENTURY CLUB
Eleanor Cook MEA, Cert '66
Justine Lo Porta BA
Joanne McWard BMI, MEA '65
Helen Molloy MEA
Arthur Schuman
DONORS
Donald Bowers Cert
Sal Quinn Bulky AS
Edward Burke AS
Jeanette Ceppa ME
Anne Marie Lyons
DeCapua BA, MEA '67
Mary DeCapua AS
Joseph Gabriele ME
Robert Harrison AS '54, BS, CAGS '66
Stanley Kaufman AS
Lois Silverman Kreevin AS
George Petkevicius BMI, BMusEd '64
John Seidell MEA
Jack Vining SC, BA
Walter Whelan AS '51, BS
Ralph Yulo Jr. MEA

DONORS
Anne Beechler MEA
William Channon Jr. BMusEd
Donald Corkum Cert
Anna Hansel C MEA
Richard Dabir MEA
Goldstein BMI
Theresa Faldy Goodine MEA, BMusEd '65
Theodore Gratkowski Cert
Max Kalman AS
Helen Kowalski Kusek BMusEd, MEA '70
Lorraine Lemire MEA
Gerald Marks BMI
Wilma Sersnick Nicacio AA
June Perret Noble AS '53, BS, Art DME '85
Joan DeNeuza Ottooenghi
Helgi Relik Hipel AA
Lou Steiger BMI
Thomas St. Hilaire AS
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Fifteen “Golden Hawks”—members of the Class of 1958—led the procession onto the Gengras lawn at Commencement in May. The honored guests, dressed in bright, gold-colored robes, were acknowledged and applauded during the ceremony. When members of the Class of 1958 graduated, the campus on Bloomfield Avenue had not yet been built. The tradition of inviting the 50th anniversary graduating class to Commencement began in 2007, as part of the University’s 50th anniversary celebration.
CENTURY CLUB
Hester Bakewell AA
Theodore Biskupik AA
Barry Butkus ME
James Cavanaugh Jr. BFA, MFA ’80
Richard Corrado AA
Allan Cox AA
Richard Desimone BA
J. William Dibelke ME
Lucas L. McEntire ME
Faith Sackter Brayer ME
Sandra Bernstein ME
Norbert Beauchemin ME
Stephen Backhus ME
Clu B
Judith Murphy Zinn ME
Harold Rehrauer ME
Richard Mulready ME
Robert Lopa ME
D B
Paul Svetz ME
Stephen Moseley ME

1967
BENEFACTORS’ SOCIETY
Faisal Al-Marzook BA
REGENTS’ SOCIETY
Lawrence Murphy BS
PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Stephen Weinstein BS

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Merry Fisher ME
David Fontanella ME
Suzanne Ogorek Miora BA
Roy Piercey BS
Paul Svetz BS

DEANS’ CLUB
Nicholas Metcalf BA
Elizabeth Collins BS
ANCHOR CLUB
James Conaty ME
Robert Lopa BA, MBA ’74, MSA ’08
Renée Andersen McIntyre BA
Richard Mulready BS
Harold Rehrauer BS
Robert Watson BMUS, MMUS ’69
Gary Watson BA
Judith Murphy Zinn ME

CENTURY CLUB
James Aldridge BA, ME ’76
Stephen Backhus BA
Norbert Beauchemin AS ’63, BS
Sandra Bernstein BS
Frank Borchetta ME
Faith Sackter Brayer BS, ME ’70
Brian Brophy BA
William Chase BS
Francis Chiaramonte ME
Daniel D’Icco BA, ME ’75
Omar Kleie AS ’64, BS
Edward Kwash BS
Lucas L. McIntire AS ’63, BSE
Linda Palmer Melia BA
Margaret Wittig-Schlagauer Nareff AA
Frank Sterpka St. ME
William Tedska AA ’64, BA
Patrick Thibodeau BS, ME ’74
Shirley Washington Thompson ME
Karan Wilson BMUS

DONORS
Shirley Fisher Assantes BA
Michael Bachman AA
James Baker ME
Ronald Bafor AAS
Suzanne Davignon Berwick AS ’66, BS
Gerald Brunetto ME
Ralf Carruolo MMUS
J. William Dibelke ME
James Dockham BS
Tamara Brewer Fagan AA
Thomas Fay AS ’64, BS
Susan Filipek AA
David French BS
Carol Sterl Gendel AA
William Hamilton AS
Ruth Harlow AA
Charles Hines Jr.
BS, ME ’69, CAGS ’93
Richard Hrinak BS
Pearl Jacobsen ME
Kathleen Wallace Johnson AA
George Kincaid AA ’66, BA
Judith Alves Levine AA
Gail Rogers Makowsky ME
Daniel Maycock BS, ME ’70
Donald Milardo ME
Chrysal Skinner Montgomery ME
James O’Connor ME, 6th-Yr Cert ’75
Margaret Caccamise Perla BS
Robert Pettigrew Jr. BS
Brian Pultio BS
Amerigo Ranaldi ME
John Roth ME
Gene Sarra Jr. Cert ’98, AS ’64, BSEE
Theodore Simon BA
Gary Slep MBA
David Smith AA
Thomas Spargo BSME
Rodney Sundman ME
Linda Ritz Wecker ME
Lillian Whalers Weckman AS ’56, BS
Elizabeth West ME

1968
REGENTS’ SOCIETY
Joan Lafferty Murphy BS, ME ’72

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Gerard Berube AS
Michael Francini Jr. BA

DEANS’ CLUB
Rosanne Druckman AA
Faye Kilpatrick CAAS
Daniel Latina BSME
Judith Oberz Latino BA +

ANCHOR CLUB
Robert Greco BS
Ionis Martin ME
Luc Ouellette ME
Edward Peltier BS
Edward Sodel ME

James Makuch MBA
Bland Maloneay AA
George Mantak AA
Jerald Marquis AA
Stephen Marks-Hamilton BFA
Rosario Mordi BMUS
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25
DEANS’ CLUB
Alan House BA
Paul Nilsen BA, MBA ’79
Claude Schleuderer BA
John Wolkowski ME

ANCHOR CLUB
Diane Northrop ME
Bollesov Rittaler BA
Esther Scheinblum Yeck AA

CENTURY CLUB
Donald Allan Sr. BS
Hans Andersen
Charles DeSimone Jr., MBA
M. Kevin Fahy Jr. BS, ME ’73
Joseph Filippo BA
Robert Garcia AS ’66, BS
Robert Gregson BFA
Kenneth Gwozdz BA, ME ’76
Gregory Haber BA
Sipward Halgren BS
Sheilagh O’Connell Howard AA
Michael Kelleher MBA
Joel Lasher BA
James Marshall III BS
Timothy McCann BS
Veda Ziff Olshey BA, ME ’72
Evan Page SA
John Parda BS, MBA ’83
William Phillips BA
Walter Rapp III BA
Eleanor Regan ME
Paul Roweant BS, MBA ’74
Manuel Santana BS
Olive Santavener BS, MSOB ’82
Douglas Scussel BA
Melton Spivak BA, MBA ’73
William Thompson ME
Diana Tyler BA
Jean McGilvray Watson MMusEd

DONORS
Joanne Adler BA
Gerald Baril BS
Stephen Barnett MMus, MMusEd ’74
Eugene Bartos MMus
Sidney Baum BS
Delton Briggs BA
Stephen Bruce MMusEd
Karen Bingham Cart ME
Peter Chamalian BA
Robert Wegman Chamalian MMus
Dolores De Corleto
Cianfangione AA ’83, BA
Paula Reiner Cohn ME
Carol Conrad ME
Miriam Costello ME
Herman Dahl Jr. BA
Cynthia Holt Damm MMusEd
Philip Dater Jr. BS
Emil Demikat BS, MBA ’75
George Devita Jr. BS
Paul Dmytryck MBA
Elyse Sowalsky Eisenberg BS
Lila Morgan Evans MMusEd
Susan Torregrossa Falotico ME
Maureen Ferrara-Higle MMus
Jennifer Fox AA
Thomas Gardiner BS
Elizabeth Brown Garon BA
Marsha Goldstein BA
Marianne Grace BA
Paul Greeth MBA
Elaine Gianopoulos Greene BS
Gilbert Hale AA
Donald Harris AS ’68, BS
Frances Guardland Healthy MMusEd
Linda Knezovich Howey BS
S. Joseph Infantino BA
Margery Izard AA
A. David James AS ’64, BS
John Karvayza MBA
William Keating BA
John Kierstead ME
Jeanne Klock BA, ME ’73
Vincent Kwash BA
James Lee ME
Paula Strange Martucci BS
Gloria Matthews ME
Craig Miller BA
Thomas Murphy BA
Ellen Brighenti Murtha ME
Carl Oman MMus
John O’Meara ME
Donna Perleone AA
Ann Pienkowski ME
Gary Procaccini BS
Peter Ripin BS
Jane Rhodes Roselund BA
Douglas Russell ME
Kenneth Ryan MBA
Linda Schroeder BA
Jane Docker Scory BFA, MAEd ’72
Raymond Scory BA
Prim Scudellari AS ’66, BS
Beverly Stern Silver MMus
John Skahill BS
James Stidfole MA
Agnes Thompson AS
John Townsend BS, MBA ’76
Mary Anne Silverio Wysocki AA

MILLENIUM SOCIETY
Anonymous ME

REGENTS’ SOCIETY
P. James Housholder HS
Joseph Mulready Jr., MMus
Philip Streifer MMus

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Peter Schauer BS

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Leslie Cosgrove BA, MAT ’76
Mark Greenberg BS
Christopher Harkins BS, MBA ’75
Susan Bor Harkins BS
Elinor Ross AS

DEANS’ CLUB
William Dolan MBA
Salvatore Lopes BS
Timothy Michaels AS
Joe Morley Jr. BS
Peggie Morley BS, ME ’76

ANCHOR CLUB
Elizabeth Barrett-Lynn AA
Leonard Burnham BS
Marshall Collins BA
Elizabeth Landon BA
Beverly Loughlin BA
Erline Patrick ME, 6th-Yr Cert ’74
Ann Seigel BS
Anne-Paul Swett
David Williams MBA

CENTURY CLUB
Elizabeth Rockwell Allen AA ’45, ME
Paul Behling BS
Glen Campbell MMus
Joseph Castello MMusEd
Carl Cosenoble ME
Alma Darby ME
Lloyd Erskine ME
Thomas Greaser Jr., BMus
Margaret Patterson Hartnett BS
Margaret Heart AA
Mary Jacobs BA
David Kagan MAT
Allen La Liberty BS
Harold Mandly III BS
Linda Oman Manning BA
Christa Menzel BA
Mary Ann Mikulski BS
Margaret Miller ME
Richard Nabel ME, 6th-Yr Cert ’79
Irene Oleksiw AA
Robert Ronstrom BS
Gladys Sandusky BFA
Haig Shalvadian MMusEd
Charlotte Dow Sundstrom MMus
Daniel Taetz AS
Patricia Varanelli ME
Ted Wething BA
Eleanor Zacaj ME
Roger Zuidema AS

DONORS
Douglas Aberdeen BS
James Agnew BA
Paul Beck MBA
Paul Bordonaro MMusEd
Ralph Caparulo BFA
Ann Cohen ME
Winfred Cooke ME
Ronald Cormier BA, MA ’76
Joan Carter Curtiss MMus
William Cutler BS
Edward Davis BS
Peter D’Engelis III BS
Peter Desiereski MBA
Loretta Dyson ME
Karen Elsworth ME
Marcia Fishkin BS, ME ’75, 6th-Yr Cert ’96
William Fleming Jr. BA +

+ Deceased
University faculty members have traveled to Afghanistan to Architecture (CETA), and a native of Afghanistan, is the professor in the College of Engineering, Technology, and neglect under the Taliban. M. Saleh Keshawarz, an associate by the World Bank to help rebuild higher education in January by the Afghanistan Ministry of Higher Education. The three-year grant was awarded mechanical engineering. The three-year grant was awarded

Funded by a $1.9 million grant, 16 faculty members from Herat University in Afghanistan are studying at the University of Hartford for their master’s degrees in civil and mechanical engineering. The three-year grant was awarded in January by the Afghanistan Ministry of Higher Education. The grant is part of a larger grant given to the ministry by the World Bank to help rebuild higher education in Afghanistan after years of warfare against the Soviets and neglect under the Taliban. M. Saleh Keshawarz, an associate professor in the College of Engineering, Technology, and Architecture (CETA), and a native of Afghanistan, is the principal investigator on the grant, together with CETA Associate Professors Hisham Alnajar and Ivan Milanovic. University faculty members have traveled to teach at Herat University as well.
CENTURY CLUB
L. Margaret Barnett BA
David Barry BS
Thomas Crowe AS, ’72, BS
Mary Daly BA
Wilrose Duquette MBA
John Herbst BS
Catharine Durdan Howell AS ’65, BA
Paul Jakoboski BA
Susan Wazorko La Freniere BA
Paul Mayotte BS, MBA ’78
Alanna Mozer BA
Robert Mulready BA
Jeanne Nelson BMus
John Osuch AS ’71, BS
J. Theodore Pacocha BS
Thomas Perta BS, MSpA ’82
Nicholas Rago BA
Suzanne Ribaudo BS
Victor Ribaudo BS
Lee Sapostik ME
Kathleen Scanton BFA
Bruce Stanger BA
Nathan Wolinsky ME
Kathleen O’Donnell Yeaton BA, ME ’77
DONORS
Peter Altuch BS, MBA ’77
Peter Anderson BS
Stephen Barkalow BA
Barbara Roth Bloch BS
Nora Bint Brown BS, ME ’77, 6th-Yr Cert ’89
Alice Burbank ME
David Buseneyet MBA
John Callahan BA
Dorothy Siebecker Cameron BA
Mary Carter ME
Claire Kalish Castileman BA
William Cooke BA
Carin Cruise-Rods BA, MS ’80
David de Vitt BA
Richard DeBellis BA ’72, BS
David Donohue MBA
Lloyd Droller BA
Stephanie Cole Eason BS
Joseph Fasciano AS ’70, B.
D. Darryl Fasulo BA
Lynne Raum Fischer BA, ME
Trances Friedman BA
Jane Pfeiffer Gahan BA
Jacqueline Games BA, MA ’83
David Golden AA
Raymond Grasso MPA
James Gross MPA
Beverly Grossman MAEd
Janice Gudinsky BA
Stephen Guinda BA
James Gustafson BS
William Harrison BA
Rebecca Horowitz BA
Jeffrey Hutchison BFA
Sharon Jackson-Lucas BS
Patricia Mingace Knox BA
Linda Kobylyar ME
William Kovel MPA
Marilyn Park Krentzman BMus
Scott Lange BA
Lauren Leavitt BA
Donald MacLean MPA
Robert Martinchek BS
Phoebe Adams McKay BFA
Michael Meade B.
Frederick Minges AA
Audrey Mintz AA
Saralyn Siegel Neff AA ’70, BA
Patricia Nelson MEA, MS ’80
Thomas Nestico BA, MBA ’79
Myra Panitch ME
Karen Parciak BA
Francine Pivinski ME
Betsy Hastings Pollock ME
Kathleen Puri B.
Joan Ramsay ME, CAgS ’92
Wayne Reynolds BA
William Russell BA
Wynn Schoolnik ME
Joel Sigal BA
Dennis Silva MA
Stan Skowroniec BA
Sally Skiff Smetresky BA
Judith Swimmer BA
Mark Urban BA
Edwin Vargas Jr. BS, MPA ’86
Robert Warren Jr.
ME, 6th-Yr Cert ’83
Vicki Zaret Weinstein BA
Shelley Pakman Weisberg BA
Ronald Weisinger BA
Harvey Zimmerman BS

1975
HARVARD SOCIETY
Andrew Weiner BA
REGENTS’ SOCIETY
David Gordon BS
Richard Haggett ME
PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Sarah Storper Field BA
Gary Laplant BMus
Gary Lahotocque BA
Clifford Scorso Jr. BS
Robert Tartaglia BS, MBA ’06
DEANS’ CLUB
Eugene Desserue BA
Sherryl Horton ME
Annette Markham MPA
Peter Ouellet BA
Eugene Schiller MPA
ANCHOR CLUB
Donald Charlamb ME
Alan D’Arcy BA
Hal Manoian Jr. BS
Karen Barkin Thibodeau BS
Thomas Thibodeau BS
Joyce Wilson MEd

CENTURY CLUB
Wayno Andelin Jr. AS
John Bahre BA
Robert Berner BA
Vida Besso-FOX BS
Lawrence Cianciolo MBA
Robert Davis BA
Shirley Brumbaugh Dillard BMus
John Duchon BS
Elisabeth Enagno BMus
Robert Farrington MBA
Susan Gresser AS
Theda Hambright 6th-Yr Cert
John Helm AS ’49, MAEd.
Marcane Ward Kaminski BS
Elizabeth Kennard MA
Harold Kousa MBA
Mark Lampf BS
Donna Leaman BA
Elizabeth Levin BMusEd
Sharon Lindquist-Skelley BS
John Long BS, 6th-Yr Cert ’79
Karen Renzulli Lynch MPA
James Metzler MEd
Robert Moses MPA
Kristin Koehler O’Connor BS
Joan Prensky ME
Stephen Shadford BS
Roger Stauss BA
Martin Trehub BFA
Rupert Weston BS
Lee Woodman ME

DONORS
Gilbert Anderson BS
Robert Arsenault BA
Paul Beley BA
William Bergin St. MA
Susan Bonifisky BA
Gary Cass BA
Roy Cordato BMus
Joseph Corfil BS, MBA ’79
Janet Cowles 6th-Yr Cert
Thomas Cullen MS, MBA ’82
Marcia Kozik Douglas BS
William Farrell MPA
Russell Fink BS
Kenneth Fischer BMusEd, MNHCed ’81
Richard Footes BMus
Sandi Sackman Garfield BA
June Gastor BA
Kevin Gillespie BA
Joseph Golus Jr. BS
Michael Grabon MPA
Edward Greb-Lasky BS
Carlon Helming MPA
Samuel Hinkley MPA
Elizabeth Cammann Holcombe BA, MEd ’78
James Kilbridge MPA
Nina Kimerenf AA
Andrew Kohn BA
Michael Krieger MPA
John Larson MPA
Richard Lemonds MPA
Annette Lopes MEd
Susan Zimmerman Lowenkron MEd
Raymond Magaldi BS
Debra Martin BA
Marlene Goldkamp Mayes AA ’65, BS, MEd ’77, 6th-Yr Cert ’85
Richard Michaud BA
Noreen Monaghan BS
Lynell Morris ME
Jack Murray Jr. MBA
Joseph Noto BS, MBA ’79
Brian O’Donnell ASBA, MEd ’86
Catherine Olekswik BA
Anthony Orsini ME
Mindy Ostrow BA
Nesher Palacios A
Anna Pallberg BA
Michael Parylk ME
Laljeebhai Patel ME
Abby Perelman MEd
Anna Pito MEd
John Polvin ASBA, MEd ’91
John Pouzznif 6th-Yr Cert
Ronald Provencher BA
Jane Hauserman Rainwater BFA
Celia Robbins ME
Lewis Roberts Sr. BS, MBA ’81
Elaine Strickling Rosales BFA
Dennis Roule ME
Gregory Sandelli BS
Harold Sandef MPA
William Shapero BA
Edward Shay AA
Carole Shea BA, MAGE ’80
Maropot Ryan Sheehan ME
Claire Hollander Sigal BA
Robert Smetana BA
Richard Spearin Jr. MPA
Howard Sprout MEd
Phyllis Stoltz
Margaret Turner AA
Celma Santos Vernaglia MEd
James Vize III MPA
Cheryl Wiener BMus
John Wolak BS, MBA ’70
William Yokow BA, MBA ’70
Andrew Zeldin BA
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Linda Greeley Korcsmaros MBA
Tamara Kuras-Ramanda BSBA, MBA ’87
Patricia O'Neill Lavoie BSBA, MSt ’90
Annette Lawrence BFA
Marc Lerman BA
Gloria Lewis MSN
Dana Marver BA
Guy Mazzotta BSBA
Steven McDowell MBA
Anne Miniccozzi BA
Rhonda Misciagno BSBA
Patricia Wittingfeld Monaco BS
Maureen Neureuter BA
Scott Porter MMus
June Rosenbalt
Anne Brighenti Sadlon BFA
Jeanne Savolonic MS
Mae Schmidle MPA
Christine Ingeno Scully AM
Tracy Silvick BA
Lyn Stanley MBA
Gary Therrien MBA
Helen Kaczowka Werns MBA
Stacey Wilder BA

1987

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Henry Balavender MS/MSO
Jerry Emlet MBA
Lesley Ehrlichs Keener BS, MEd ’93
DEANS’ CLUB
Patricia Aumen BA
Wendy Davies BA
Kristine Floryan MBA
ANCHOR CLUB
Anonymous MMus
Edward Beyer BSBA
Charles Boornazian BSBA
Elenio Lovino BA
Joseph Mayo Jr. MBA
Ike Scully MBA
CENTURY CLUB
Chris Baier BS
Elizabeth Beck MS/MSO
David Casavant BA
Richard Chene MBA
Henry Church MMus
Mark Churchill DMD
Rosanna Coyne BSBA
Charles Crowley MPA
Zoe Fidelman Danon BA
Jonathan Easterbrook BA, MA ’90
Joan Estro BA
Peter Gardow AS/SEET ’85, BSEET
Dennis Girard MS
Stephen Goeben MPA
Michael Greenwald BSME
Robin Blau Greenwald BS
Virginia Kirwin Johnson MMus
Elise Kline AA ’86, BA
Cheryl Benezra Landry BSBA
Richard Landry BA
Robert Losimio MMus
Joan Keyes O’Connor AA

John Oehler BA
Michael Reilly BSBA
Sara Nelles RUSSO BAN
Philip Tamalincia BA
Bruce Thibodeau MMus
Cristina Scagione Vito BSAB, MA ’87
Jonathan Waite MBA
Suzanne Whitty MPA

DONORS
Julia Bednarz Alcuit BSBA, MBA ’90
G. Perl Aptel ME
Amrit Bajwa MPA
Shirley Thompson Baric BS
Kathryn Braule MBA
Alan Burger MB ’87
John Chapman MA, PsyD ’92
William Ciochodo MDA
Elizabeth Clarke 6th-Yr Cert
Suzanne Crumb AA
Thomas Diseudie MDA
Drea Drenser MPA
Norman Dube BSE
Dana Fagnoni MMus
Eric Forte MMus
Elizabeth Gagnie BSBA
William Gallo BSBA
Katherine Gambacini BA
Dawson Gibson-Brehm BMus
Joanne Canelis Gilden MMus
Susan Grimes BA
Bobbi Leslie Griby BSBA
Lynn Schneider Haydel BSE
James Heath ME
Kathleen Cronin Hickey MBA
Robert Jackson AA, BSBA ’99
Tanya Kellogg AA
James Kelly MBA
Dexter Klock as
Richard Knight MBA
Diana LaRocco 6th-Yr Cert, EdD ’97
Kevin Levine ME
Albert Marceau BA
Andrea Mastro MMus
Robert Mazurkivich BSME
McGregor Whitemer BSCE
Jennifer Scott Miceli BSSE
Mary Beth Carey Miller MPA
Thomas Muliniski BSSE
Nanette D’Itranto Paridy as
Stephen Payne MSt
John Pieper Jr. BSBA
Brian Piskowski BSBA
Karen Harrod Rege BMus
Jonathan Reiner BA
Susan Glenn Reiss BS
Robert Ricard BS
Robert Robinson Jr. MBA
Maryann Romeo MPA
Nancy Deyette Romppainen MMus
Sharif Rosen ME
Melissa Smith MAscEd
Heidi Lucas Tancz BSSE
Marisa Tigue Treas MMus
Stanley Tripp Jr. MBA
Dawn Griffin Tuthill BSBA, MS/BS ’89
Robin Wachtel vs
Andrew Wagner AA
Margaret Williamson BSBA
Patricia Young MA

1988

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Melanie Fass Glass AA ’96, BA
Steven Glass BSAB
Douglas Riahi AA ’96, BSBA
PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Jonathan Seilgor BSBA
Stacey Redan Seilgor AA ’96, BSBA
DEANS’ CLUB
Jonathan Bennett MPA
Sebby Sorrentino AAS ’82, BSEET, MEd ’99
ANCHOR CLUB
Andrew Bernstein BSBA
Patricia Casey BSBA
Lyne Mahan MBA
CENTURY CLUB
Steven Becker
William Block AA ’96, BSBA
Barbara Buddingh MBA
Harriet Caldwell BA
John Christovosky MBA, MBA ’98
Louis Donee MBA
Tracy Ericson BA
Terry Fagan BS, MEd ’99
Gregory Kloten AA
Scott Leach AA ’98, BA
Prudence LeGet-Cleary BA
Sloan Luckie BSBA
Herrick Massie III MBA
Judith McElhone BA, MFA ’94
Nancy Gagnon Michaelis MBA
Debra Perrone BS
Denise Angeli Rinozzi MBA
Francis Rinozzi Jr. BSBA, MBA ’92
Patricia Rossof MFA
Susanne Schloss 6th-Yr Cert
Mariana Wagoner BA
Jonathan Wolf BSEET
Michael Zell BA

DONORS
Padmini Amin BS
Andrea Anderson Cert
Douglas August MBA
Barbara Award MPA
Vincent Barbano BSME
Peter Barrett BSBA
Cynthia Brandon AA
James Brown MMus
Kathleen McNab Bujese BS
Leslie Burger MS/MB
Michael Burnham BSBA
Ronald Calkins MFA
James Cannan MBA
Warren Cardone MMus
Susan Chakmakian MMus
Michael Daling MPA
Ottavio De Berti BSBA
Frederick Ewald MMus
James Foster BSEET
Nancy Place Gallic BS
Carole Bock Goerold MMus

Lola Guglietta BA
Linda Harrold MMus
Colleen Amoroso Hillard BA
Beth Mahoney Kelley BS
Jennifer Schwerter LaSala BA
Caroline Rowins Levy BSBA, MBA ’90
DeLois Traynum Lindsey ME
Daniel Lombardi BSEET
Steven Mangione BSBA
Susan O’Rourke Mann BSME
Maria Marques AA
Kees Brooks McPardland BSBA
Matthew Sherry MPA
David Mellon MEd
Mary Moreau MPA
Incy Muir MPA
Gayle Geier Mulligan BSBA
Nalini Nathwani MFA
Anthony Newman BA
Ellen Oland MBA
Jean Colangelo Oraviec BA
Shelby Pierce AA ’86, BA
Sandra Pierog MSt
Kelly Quinn AA
Judith Joel Rebe BA, MSN ’94
Michael Reardon
Geryl Rose MPA
Margot Rowland MMus
Gregory Salinsky MPA
Dana Sandquist BSBA
Darlene Scaglia AA
Elaine Scheinblum BSBA
John Schmaltz MPA
Margaret Seabury MMus
Jared Shaw AA ’86, BA
Judith Shea MPA
Gregory Stupin MSt
John Swift BSBA
Christine Dembek Tanski BSBA
BEQ ’86, MEd ’94
John Titus BA
Susan Tremblay BSBA, MBA ’92
Elizabeth Rice Valykis BA
Kim Vorihon MBA
Janel Weaver BS, MEd ’90, 6th-Yr Cert ’96
Willtrud West MEd
Valerie Reid Whitehead AA ’96, BA
Scott Williams MBA
Bridge Wood BA
Darcy Scharratt Yates BSBA
John Zera BSME, ME ’01

1989

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Amy Feldman Bernon MMus
PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Eric Geoffroy MMus
DEANS’ CLUB
Christopher Kehoe BS
ANCHOR CLUB
Thomas Foley Jr. MBA
Deborah Jaquith MPA
William Losocco BSEET
Michael Martin BSBA
Leon Misjukovicz AA ’87, BSBA
Audrey Russell Petersen AA ’87, BA
Christian Petersen BA
Kim Weinberg AA ’87, BA
Thomas Willametz MPA

CENTURY CLUB
David Altmann BA
Russell Bowen Jr. MBA
Eileen Callahan Bredice BS, MEd ’91
Mark Bredice BSBA
Douglas Cronin MPA
Charles Emby MBA
Susan Geller Emby BS
John Gilberg BSBA
Suzanne Degio Krausey BS
Nancy Lippquist BSBA
Del-Lor Listiano MBA
Edward Marples BSBA
Stanley McMullen MBA
Jorge Ramos
George Savage Jr. BSBA
Ronald Smith MPA
Joyce Topshe BSCE
Edward Turbert BSBA

DONORS
Donna Manns Albert A/ASEET
Ronnie Blum BS
Robin Birkenfield Blumstein BA
Susan Breaull MMus
Laura Brown-Yaworsky BSBA, MSN ’92
James Carden AA ’87, BSBA
Jeffrey Clarke BSME
Stephen Collins MMus
Jack Cort AA ’87, BA
Darce Costello MBA
Brian Crowley BA
Joshua Cummis AA ’87, BA
Ronald Domurat Jr. BSBA
Amera Ronessbaltsdresner BA
Jane Fisher BS
Roger Gallic Jr. BSEE
Carmen Gencarelli AA ’87, BA
Fred Griggs Jr. MBA
Kate Sherry Hayward AA
Tina Romano Jetel MEd, EdD ’03
Donna Beaulieu Jones BSBA
Andrew Kaplan BSBA
Robert Kalt BSBA
Michael Lenchner AA ’87, BA
Wendy Lenchner BA
Lisa Schwartz Lobel AA ’88, BA
Mary Jerige Loforno MBA
Mark Lombardo AA ’87, BA
David Lynch BA
Dorcas Maier MEd
Jill Lipson Mastrianni BSBA, BSBA ’95
Craig McNutt MMus
Nancy Midura BSBA
Robin Millet AA
Gretchen Buswell O’Connor BSBA
Nancy Parker
Louis Perrone A/ASEET
Roger Powell MPA
Richard Riederer MMus
Michael Rollins 6th-Yr Cert
Amy Goldsmith Rubel MMus
Sarah Seavey Russell BA
Faustino Salcedo Jr. BSBA, MBA ’90
Charles Schulze BA
Diiane Selby BSBA, MSN ’91
DONORS
Lisa Giller Behan MS
Mariana Butur AA ’91, BA
Peter Castellucci BSEE
David Chalfoux BSEE
Carolyn Ciaglo BA
Peter Cobin Jr., BS
Linda Collins MBA
Kenneth Conrad MBA
Michael Cragnolin MBA
Dale Deckert BBM
Karina Fusco Elrod BBA
Tracy Gibbons MSPA
Candace Harrod MS
Carl Klepper Jr., AA ’92, BA
Mary Kline MSB
Michelle Kulas BA
Joseph LaBella BSEE
Joanna Laiscelf-Brown BBA
Anne Lemelin MBA
Marjorie Blumer Lemmon MBA
Wendy Freeman Lewis BS
John Litchfield BBA
Pamelyn Manocchio BBM
Scott Martin Jr.
Markus Muhlhauser BA
Kelly O’Meara MBA
Omar Otero
Diane Prentiss MMusEd
Jeanne Goulet Reardon BA
Peggy Reed MBA
L. Michael Romeo Jr., MSTM
David Royzvini BSEE
Russell Sabadosa BISEET, MBA ’96
Jane Slupecki MBA
William Smyth MPA
Cara Thompson-Gostkowski Cert
Andrea Versaci BA

1994
PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Rami Slatet BFA, MMus ’86
DEANS’ CLUB
Joseph Cardin BBA
Brenda Antonelli Cote
Brent Robertson BBA
ANCHOR CLUB
Anthony Laudato BS
Michael Melvin BBA
Rafael Oses BFA
Olga Popova BFA, BA
Amy Frankel Tenenbaum BS
CENTURY CLUB
Paula Silva Bennett BS
Lynn Dickerson Carmichael MMus
Margaret Dennis MMusEd
Elizabeth Hayderi MSN
Alan Machuga MBA
Julie Miller MPA
Eric Pizzoferrato BISEET
DONS
Christopher Amirault BBA
Sara Bowman Anderson BA
Anna Aramini MSB
Caryl Ann Balskus MS
Richard Borghesi BSEE
Jeffrey Boutin MBA
Louis Bucceri MFA
Christopher Carmenini BA
Rebecca Mullaney Chalk MMus
Heidi Clark Cert Digi
Kenneth Clark BS
Michelle Mistretta Clark BS
Pamela Cooke BS
Peter Costa BSME
Lillian Cruz MBA
Donald Debono AA ’93, BBA
Kathleen Deely BA
Catherine DeSimas MPA
Linda Huminski Gobardi MMusEd
Paula Cormier Gustavson MPA
Michelle Hair BA
Natalie Harbeson MS
Catina Hartwell-Kinnick BSME
Elizabeth Strouth Irwin BFA
Theresa Landry BS
Steven Martin BSBA
Virginia McCullough BFA
John Mirabello MFA
Kristen Swierk Monks BA
Susan Nance MSN
Joe Nguyen BFA, MBA ’03
Daniel Pikarski AA ’92, BA
Linda Poland MPA
Gary Roberge MPA
Shirley Robins BS
Michael Rotondo MBA
Sean Ryan BISEET
Denise Smith MPA
Brian Spooner MBA
Edris Strong BS
Ebony Wiggins MMus
Caroline Kriss Williams BA
Eileen Williams MFA
John Zebrowski MPA

1995
PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Candace Korper Killian AA ’70, BA
DEANS’ CLUB
Eileen Kraus (Film, ’95)
ANCHOR CLUB
Nicole Aguilar Bocca BSBA
Thomas Demko
LINDA HUMINSKI GABORIDI MMUSED
PAULA CORMIER GUSTAVSON MPA
MICHELLE HAIR BA
NATALIE HARBESON MS
CATINA HARTWELL-KINNICK BSME
ELIZABETH STROUTH IRWIN BFA
THRESA LANDRY BS
STEVEN MARTIN BSBA
VIRGINIA MCCULLOUGH BFA
JOHN MIRABELLO MFA
KRISTEN SWIERK MONKS BA
SUSAN NANCE MSN
JOE NGUYEN BFA, MBA ’03
DANIEL PIKARSKI AA ’92, BA
LINDA POLAND MPA
GARY ROBERGE MPA
SHIRLEY ROBINS BS
MICHAEL ROTONDO MBA
SEAN RYAN BISEET
DENISE SMITH MPA
BRIAN SPOONER MBA
EDRIS STRONG BS
EBONY WIGGINS MMUS
CAROLINE KRIS WILLIAMS BA
EILEEN WILLIAMS MFA
JOHN ZEBROWSKI MPA

CENTURY CLUB
David Anderson BS
Mark Dennis MMusEd
Marlene Hall MS
John Kaufman MBA
Caren Kittredge MBA
Philip Less BMusEd
Hilary Linder BA
Robin Merrill BBM
Isabel Linhares Pizzoferrato BA
Anett Sartor-Unterbeck BMus
Tyler Siepinska MPA

DONS
Leah Tischoff Amir BS, MPA ’97
Jason Bardi BS, BA
Susan Scanlan Bransfield MPA
Christine Brenflin MPA
Susan K. C. Brown MA
Elizabeth Irwin Cary MSB
James Cheek MPA
Robert Coffey MPA
Mark Cohert MMFA
Linda Casciolo Coveney BSBA
Joseph Danao MPA
Virginia Esposito Fadden BS
Robert Faulkner MPA
Holly Feldheim BFA
Susan Riordan Gest MMFA
Regina Gezelman MSB
Jeanne Graves MBA
Mark Hallenbeck AISEET ’90, BISEET
Jennifer Ortman Hassett BA
Derek Hayden BMus
Jennifer Wayland Heetman BMus
Rasheda Herndon AA
Marcia Hess Cert
Yadira Hiraldo MST
Tyler Hudson BA
David Kinney Jr., BA

Scholarship recipients
Eve Windebank ’09 (far left) and
David Speiser ’09 (far right) were the
student speakers at the
annual scholarship appreciation
luncheon in April. They were
joined by Jane Keller Herzig ’81
(second from left), who also
spoke, and President Harrison.
The University offers an endowed
scholarship in honor of Herzig’s
parents and an endowed
scholarship named for her and
her husband, Edward Herzig.
Thanks to the generosity of
scholarship donors, more than 90
percent of University of Hartford
students receive a scholarship or
grant from the University.
CENTURY CLUB
Jemima Abassah MBA
Travis Goulder BFA
Katherine Kaiden MFA
Daniel Kilbanoff MA
Carole Kokoszka MBA
Feng-Mei Lin MA
Todd Mattiello MA
Aimee Menapace BMus
Bonnie Ralston BFA
Dennis Raposa Jr. MFA
Jerel Slaughter MA

DONORS
Darrell Adler BS
Suzanne Buck BS
Alexandra Campagnano MA, MS '98
Michael Campisi MPA
Jill Cohen BS
John Consiglio MBA
Mark Cowan MST
Marissa Cream MST
Brian Dillon BSE
Lillie Feierabend M SAEd
Patricia Foley MBA
Shari Enssin Gottesman AA '91, BA
Yolanda Griffiths BS
James Heetman BMAS
Megan Hollinger AA
Barbara Christodoulou Johnson BMAS, M Mos '98
Suzanne Tellerico Loubier BSBA
Claudia Ludvici Cert
Matthias Matthews MEd
Yvonne McGregor BA
Brian Migdol BA
Christina Nebelung Millot MA
Cheryl Myers BSBA
Susan Nichols MA
Mark Poriss MBA
Jamie Rogers BSBA
Craig Sanford BSBA
Richard Sawikie MPA
Wayne Scoville MST, MSAP '97
Nancy Sullivan BSBA
R. Christopher Vandal BMAS

1997 DEANS' CLUB
Naomi Cohen MBA
Angela Henke BSBA, MBA '99
Shannon McGrath BS
Christina Walker BMAs

ANCHOR CLUB
Ann Altaffer MSAOB
Christian Di Genova BSBA, MBA '98
John Feeney BSBA
Kimberly Gaynor Leman BS
Peter Leman BSBA

CENTURY CLUB
Phillip Audia BSBA
Olga Bachina MBA
Scott Longmore BA
Douglas Nadeau MA
Michael Nicholas BA
Edward Samul MPA

DONORS
Barbara AmEnde BS
Barry Bakker MBA
Elizabeth Bardo BS
Carl Bates MBA
Edward Bowen MHT
Gary Caissie BSN
Steven Carpenter MMAS
Bryan Carter MEd
JoAnna Grabowski Clark BA
Paul Coppola BSBA, MBA '03
Ryan Cutter BSNE, ME '04
John Day MBA
Doris Delaine-Hill BSBA
Wendy Deleon BS
Christopher Della Cava BA
Margot Early MA
Mary Elter MA
Adin Feastin MA
Kara Foley BA
Victoria Gould MA
Peter Grant MPA
Joyce Harrison MSMB
Marc Hirschberg BSBA
Christine Wiarda Hurley MHT
Brant Inners BA
Deborah Kapushinski MSKB
Mahen Kathirithamby BSBA
Cheryl Kayan BA
Josephine Kennard MEd
Vatsala Kucharciak MA, PsyD '05
Mary Lyons 6th-Yr Cert
Maureen Lang Mack BS
Michael Maniago MPA
Aaron Masthay MEd
Steven Mead MEd
William Moorhouse BMAS
Noreen Conrad Needham BSBA, MBA '99
Patricia Nunes MEd
Deborah O'Brien MEd
Jason O'Desky BA
Alexander Pezzolo
Joseph Piller MEd
Scott Post BS
Daniel Spitz BSBA
Wendy Zucker Spitz BS
Margaret Storrs BSN
Gary Tomaselli MMAS, GPD '07
Zachary Upton BS
Marjorie Valentin MPA
Diane Ward BS
Bonnie Weiner MEd

1998
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
Pamela Frazier BSBA, MSAP '00

DEANS' CLUB
Richard Cote Cert '98
Grace Parks Mitchell AA '95, BA
Michael Ryan BSBA
Lon Seidman AA '96, BA

ANCHOR CLUB
Luanda Cavaco AA '95, BA, Cert
Jason Pompoussel BS, ME '00

CENTURY CLUB
Elsie Goddu MSN
Cynthia Jaquet Kuchay BS
Denise Langdon MSOB
Carol Robinson BS
Keith Steigbigel BS

DONORS
Jeffrey Abrams AA, BSBA '00
Dawn Kraft Abramson BFA
Karen Aiken MSKB
Randi Ashton-Pitting ME '94, EAD '03
Tracey Barlow BSN
Rebecca Carol Burnett BFA
Joseph Cassarino III MSAO
Alicia Boccaccio Castanho BS
Joseph Ciccariello MBA
John Clark BS
Randal Coon MA
Benjamin Davenny BS
Paul Denza MEd
Judiith Durrant MEd
Jennifer Goldschmidt BA
Scott Halpert BA
Scott Heleniak BSBA
Ann Workman Hess BS
Kenneth Kida BFA
Lynn Kling MEd
Renee Klucznik MEd
Penny Lanphar-Roetcher MSMPA
Steven Larson MEd
Rock Martel MBA
Stephen Martel BS
Tracy Noyaa MA
Seth Norholm MA
Linda Petersen BS
Gilbert Pizano Jr. BS, MBA '07
Jessica Pizano BSBA
Diane Sedar MBA
Scott Sirianni MEd
Karen Snyder-Billings MPA
Alexander Thorne BSBA
Janis Tondora MA, PsyD '02
Julia Vecchiotto MEd
Amy Parsons White BSBA

1999
PROVOST'S SOCIETY
David Cooley MBA
Daniel Thielman Jr. BA

ANCHOR CLUB
Domenic Pompoussel BS

CENTURY CLUB
Nasma Banerjee MBA
Cheryl Chase AA '95, BA
Christopher Donovan BA
Jodie Hollins Hillman MA
Jan Kalinski AA '97, BSSE
David Kurtz III BSSE
Christopher Lorant BA
Clifford Rankin MA
Joan Sonski MSN
Weije Wang MBA
Jennifer Bullerick Zerhusen BS

DONORS
Mary A. Youeng BSN
Kelly Moses Antell BS
Neil Becker BSBA
Laura Bergfield MBA
Raymond Burnham MBA
Susan Cheng MMS, GPD '00
Linda Conroy MSMB
Kathleen Czarnota Cert
Mary Di Lorenzo Cert
Nancy Markey Figulski BFA
Heather Fraser BA
Via Garafola MA
Stephen Gielewski BMAS
Christopher Goings BA
Christine Grant MA
Brian Heaney BS
Lennus Hinds BS
Nancy Jean Anderson Hall MEd
Scott Jones MA, PsyD '03
Terrence Knight BMAS
Stephen Krasner BA
Scott LaRock BSBA
Glen Martin MBA
Robert Olson BSCE
Elizabeth Pelczar BS
Kristen Ragusa MA
Laura Russell DMA
Maisie Russell MEd
Kristin Scharf BS
Adam Smith MA
Martin Stine MHT
Mary Thieling MHT
Heather Toyness MS, 6th-Yr Cert
Dea Usher MS
Jason Wright BSME

2000
PRESIDENT'S SOCIETY
Keith Larit BA

PROVOST'S SOCIETY
David Arcoi BSME

DEANS' CLUB
Nicholas Defino BSBA

ANCHOR CLUB
Kimberly Goodwin MSOB
2006
PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Dennis Gaciocz mba

DEANS’ CLUB
Constantine Kyritis BS, MSPT ’08

ANCHOR CLUB
Daniel Barlow MBA
George Brophy EdD
Carly Newlan AA
Mary Sandefeld MEd

CENTURY CLUB
Oriana Chiappe BFA
Jennifer Levins BSE
Edwin Muenzner MHSAT
Susan Nadeau MSN
Ana Rodrigues BA
Lena Tan
Peggy Thomsen MBA
Sarah Zucker BA

DONORS
Oswaldo Alvarado BSBA
Lisa Belval BA, HS ’06
Jesse Berube BSME
Jamie Black BA
Kathi Boratko Cert
Lisa Bress 6th-Yr Cert
Susan Capasso EdD
Andrea Carter MBA
Stanwyck Cummings BFA
Tonya Crowley MSAT
Pauleth Cunningham AA
Thomas Danelly EdD
Kara Dickinson BSBA
Anita Dunn AA ’03, BA
Deborah Elies BA
Janice Fayvre Cert ’03, BS
Brian Hannan BSE
Matthew Herrmann BA
Kristin Ingram MSAT
Joshua Jacob BA
Shoshana Jacob BA
Sadik Kulla MBA
Lauren Zaccaro Larson BSE
Celeste Lodevole BA
Mark Longmore BSBA
Laura Lussier MA
Julia Mattingly MSN
Scott Mazzie BS
Katherine McGuire AA
Robbin Messersmith Cert
Anthony Millard BA
Rosemarie Miskavitch EdD
Frank Ortega MSAT
Elizabeth Oswald MSN

Margaret Palmeri EdD
Kenneth Parker BA
Lisa Parker BA
Colleen Peruta MSN
Cecilia Phillips-Ritchey BFA
Elliott Ponte BA
Karen Rankin BA
Anthony Rinaldi BA
Maxine Rosenberg AA ’04, BA
Anthony Salvatore EdD
Denise Schoen MSN
Jennie Shepard BS
Gregory Sher BS
Shari Solinsky AA
Kristen Stawarz AA ’03, BS
Patsy Taylor AA
Maureen Tiroletto MSN
Crystal Hall Waldo AA
David Weinholz BFA
Diana Whigham MSN
Juliet Williams AA
Sarah Wolfe AA ’04, BA
Jue Zhang MSAT

2007
DEANS’ CLUB
Carol Marques AA

ANCHOR CLUB
Kayla Demarest AA
Franklin Pargh AA ’05, BA

CENTURY CLUB
Kristen Cericola AA
Michael Durand MBA
Craig Kimmelblatt MA
Mark Liberti AA
Michael Pereira BS
Daniel Pious BSBA
Ilene Rosenstein AA ’04, BA
Jeremy Segall MBA
Karen Tremaine MBA

DONORS
Kristina Arakivos AA ’05, BSBA
Russell Butniewicz BS
Rudis Carrasco Jr. AA
Vincent Chirico BA
Audra Clark BS
Cheryl Cuozzo MSN
Andrew Daltas BS
Gary Frasco AA
Robert Karr BSBA
Beth Kavaler BA
Beth Larkin-Strathay EdD
Michelle Mariano BS
Carol-Anne Neal Cert ’04, AA ’04, BA
Michelle Perry BS
Rebecca Rahn Cert
Matthew Rybak BFA
Destiny Uhlik AA
Deborah Wheeler EdD

2008
PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Scott Sheldon AA
Stacy Sheldon AA ’06, BA

ANCHOR CLUB
Grace Figueiredo MSOB
Adam Grap BA

CENTURY CLUB
Arielle Gottlieb BA
Michael Klinghoffer ’06, DNM
Justin Scherline AA ’06, BA
Matthew A. Strenger BA

DONORS
Nora Aljindar BS
Shana Altman BA
Paige Bank BA
Lindsay Barth AA ’06, BA
Andrew Bernstein MBA
Katherine Brogan BA
Matthew Bragoni BS
Angelina Buscemi MEd
Susan Calhoun BS
Maria Cardona MS
Elizabeth Carey BS
Juliana Carrillo BS
Roger Castonquay Jr. BFA
Kevin Cremona AA ’08, BS
Laura Curl BS
Jessica Cummings MSN
Karen Darniarii MBA
Charles DelRose Jr. BA
Craig Dolder BSE
Kelly Donahue AA ’04, BS
Mxolisi Duda BS
Lyman Frailles Jr. BS
Doug Freitag BS
Aliza Gases BS
Laura Gebbia BA
Marlene Hageman MSN
India Harris AA ’04, BA
Thomas Harris AA ’05, BA
Stephanie Hart AA
Elisa Heaton BS
Joshua Hylert AA ’06, BA
Chukwuemezue Iloegbu BS
Jennifer Ireland MBA
Andrew Jaworski BMus
Justin John BS
Erin Johnson BA
Anisha Kakad BS
Charles Kelly EdD
Jason Kilduff BA
Zachary Knice BS
Nicole Leal AA

Students
ANCHOR CLUB
Amanda Dillworth
Danielle Glantz
Christopher Greiner
Ann Kyzer
Joshua Leppo
Kyle Parsons
Olivia Piacentini
Zachary Ungvorsky

CENTURY CLUB
Jason Freethy
Peter Wood

DONORS
Hannah Abbruzzese
Desiray Bell
Cheryl Benanti
Joshua Bodner
Ilene Freeman
Sophie Harvey
Phillip Healey
Patrick Humbert
Rachel LaDue
Erin Marks
Sean Owens
Danielle Palmer
Kristen Plotner
Nathan Tondow
Malcolm Morrison, dean of The Hartt School for more than 10 years, spoke at the annual Founders’ Planned Giving Society luncheon, which was held this year in the Edward C. and Ann T. Roberts Theatre at the Mort and Irma Handel Performing Arts Center. The black-box theatre is one of two at the new state-of-the-art center for dance and theatre instruction at The Hartt School. At the end of 2008, Morrison is stepping down as dean and, after a sabbatical, will return as University Professor of Theatre.
Parents

UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
Colleen and Richard Fain
Letty and Herman Fontayne
Monica A. and Conrad Voldstad

HARTFORD SOCIETY
Linda R. and Neal H. Goldman

REGENTS’ SOCIETY
Anonymous
Ginette A. and Donald R. Brenner
Janis BFA ’78 and Ronald Simon

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Deborah K. Baker BA ’63
Nancy and John J. Botchelel
Dr. Jane Edwards and
Humphrey R. Tonkin (Hon. ’99)
Rosemarie T. and Bruce E. Ferrero
Stephen R. HEP
Alice W. BA ’66 and
Dr. Arthur L. Herrmann MBA ’66
Andrew M. Miller
Susan L. and Robert M. Miller BA ’72, MBA ’79
Cyril A. and Richard M. Sheldon
Kenneth Valentine

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Dolores W. Black
Sheila and Peter Burbank
Tonya F. and Shakhim Compere
Mary P. and John J. Davidson
Elsa B. AA ’54, BS ’62, MEd ’66, 6th-Yr Cert ’72, and
Edward L. Friedman
Janice and William H. Habicht
Judith S. and Mitchel E. Kallet
Dr. MARY ELLEN and Dennis R. Keresey
Paula W. BS ’76 and Daniel C. Keyser ’74
Elizabeth A. and
Dr. Raymond McGivney Sr.
Donna L. and Karl S. Pratt
Mary H. Price and J. W. Werner
Anne M. Rafrod and David R. Hawley
Donna J. and Felix A. Ricco
Annette E. Rogers MS ’62
Sharon A. BA ’82 and
Clifford A. Scorsio Jr. BS ’75
Lisa A. and David M. Wurzer

DEANS’ CLUB
Muriel M. and Daniel A. Antion
Therese and Steven H. Berkowitz
Donald Bidwell Sr. AS ’62
Amy R. and Michael W. Clough
Karen S. and Paul M. Conflini
Anne E. Dolze
Margery P. and Dr. Ernest B. Gadow
Diane M. and Joseph S. Genova
Stan Harris and
Susan Denise Harris Family
Sarah L. and Peter W. Heald
Rachel K. BA ’71 and Max Javitt
Robert S. Katz
Merrie B. and William R. MacHose
Carol E. AA ’67 and
Jose A. Marques AA ’72, BA ’79
Carollene Marrone
Margaret Allen McClellan and
David S. Mclellan

Diane and Gene F. Moir Jr.
Nancy and James H. Murray
Donna P. Newland
Fran and Rob Nosworthy
Caroline S. BA ’79 and Leonard C. Peterson
Ellen L. and Kevin M. Price
Emily M. MED ’74 and Stuart D. Rosen
Michelle F. and Howard J. Shain
Linda L. Shanley MBA ’94
Loretta C. and James W. Tice
Cheryl Mancini Turano and
Andrew J. Turano
EvA C. and Anthony P. Vele
Jacqueline and George Ziger

ANCHOR CLUB
Joel A. Agruso
Linda and Paul Albertazzi
Lori J. and Thomas J. Amico
Leslie A. Antolini
Sheila and Richard A. Borsari
Tracey J. Watson Brody and
Andrew Brody
Deirdre and Denis M. Browne
Ruth S. and Gino Calleo
Laura and Joseph Cinelli
Floriane and Gregory S. Clonick
Mary A. and Michael J. Couyr
William H. Cowdrick Jr.
Janet and Donald E. Crandall
Theresa M. and John A. Denney
Claire and James M. Doody
Stephanie F. and Walter E. Dorman
Deborah A. and Patrick O. Farhan
Laurie L. and William E. Fazzio
Eileen A. and Anthony M. Fortunato
Hannah C. CRT ’93 and
Dr. Bernard Z. Friedlander
Elaine Gaudette and
William Lostocco BSEE ’89
Deborah A. and Dennis J. Glennon
MaryAnn and Scott K. Goodell
Jane E. and Stephen J. Granato
Susan and Simon M. Kaye
M. Hollis Kobayashi
Trudy A. and James A. Lapke
Paula P. Lorenzo
Shelby L. and Stephen S. Luk
Martha H. and B. Shane MacDonald
Barry A. Mayo
Erma and Frederick J. Messinger
Joyce A. and John J. Mik Jr.
Cynthia J. and Dennis J. Morley
Sheilagh H. and
Hon. Richard T. Mulready BS ’67
Sharon M. and Francis E. Murphy III
Julie A. and Dr. John D. Nash
Sally Newwell and Maxwell M. Belding
Pamela J. and Mark R. Nicotera
Mary A. O’Leary
Rita A. and Michael J. Oleksak
Patricia R. and Mark S. Rauch
Ellen O’Hare Rogers and
Robert H. Rogers Jr.
Mirela and David Rosini
Janice L. and Robert L. Rossman
Emily Jo and Paul J. Rubinfeld
Deanna L. Sais
Rachel K. and Dr. Alan D. Sampson
Mary S. and C. Parks Schafer

Fran and Dr. Marc Schienoff
Sloan E. and Mark A. Schwindt
Sally L. and Michael Shiff
Paul C. Simpkins
Rosa H. Soy
Kim M. and Stephen M. Spaziante
Nancy C. and Joseph D. Spivey
Joyce A. and John D. Stiefel
M. Rebecca Stouffer
Shelley and Robert Sunshine
Robin L. and Melvin F. Szymanski
Toni and William R. Tapler
Joanne Thompson
Audrey A. and David R. Tilley
Priscilla and Frank Wargo
Susan R. and Mark A. Weyant
Patsy and Robert Wilkerson Jr.
Jacqueline and
Thomas W. Williametz MS ’69
Gwendolyn K. and Robert E. Williams
Paulette A. and Charles A. Wilmot
Barbara S. and Rev. Mason Wilson Jr.
Beth M. and Rodney D. Wilson
Eileen S. and Dr. Harry J. Workman

CENTURY CLUB
Mary Jane and John Abatte Jr.
Helen M. and John T. Abrahamson
JoAnn Abruzzo
Joanne S. Agruso
Susan E. and Kenneth P. Aicardi
Elizabeth R. Allen AA ’45, MEd ’51
Eileen S. and Dr. Thomas B. Allen
Mary D. and Hans J. Andersen ’70
Michelle and Charles R. Anderson
Henry J. Andrukiewicz
John K. Asante
Nancy and Dr. Dennis P. Asen
Ellen and Warren Askin
Lori and Vincent Aversano
Kathryn J. and Keith M. Baksa
Marcia L. Ballint and Bradford S. Allison
Norman D. Barber Jr. BS ’73
Tracey E. and Scott T. Barber
Susan R. and Everett L. Barr
Nancy and Marty Baron BS ’79
Georgia and Michael Barone
Lisa and Anthony J. Barone
Margaret and Edward Barry
Mary Ann and Michael T. Bearese
Mary Susan and John J. Beck Jr.
Ann W. and Curtis C. Belkic
Stena Belcher
Rosemarie and Thomas S. Bellone
Shelia B. and Frank A. Beneski BS ’64
Patricia and Robertson H. Bennett
Susan Bishop-Wrabel
Laurie E. and Richard J. Bouchard
Lisa D. and Scott E. Brackett
Cynthia K. and James C. Brand
Mary B. and John A. Brink
Rebecca S. and Gary W. Brown
Shirley and Paolo D. Bruno
Cheryl E. Brush
Susan Z. and Michael W. Bubis
Robin A. and Wayne A. Buchan
Danuta M. and Kazimierz Buclor
Anne C. and Richard K. Buck
Maureen A. and Mark R. Bumiller
Donna and Dan Burns
Gary A. Byram
JoAnn M. and Joseph P. Calabro Jr.
Kathleen M. Campbell
Brenda D. and Gerald L. Canter
Shelley B. Caplan
Patricia G. and Ronald Carr
Jennifer M. Casey
Jane A. and Thomas J. Chana
Donna J. and Samuel C. Choudain
Patricia J. and Steven J. Christiansen
Susan M. and John R. Ciccione
LISA D. Clark
Francine and Dr. Leslie R. Cohen
Thomas J. Cornin
Laura K. and Frank F. Coulom Sr.
Marianne P. and Allen P. Cusano
Lucia C. and Glen R. Cwalinski
Susan M. and Stanley J. Dabroski
Ann T. and Jonathan A. Dachis
Carmen L. and Len K. Darkay
Susan A. and Arthur D. Davis
Alita P. Deschaine
Carmella and Andrew P. Desertto
Teri L. Deubner-Beer
Rosemarie and Robert C. Doherty
Janet and Kenneth L. Dolder
Teresa and Antonio Dominguez
Mary Anne E. and Alexander J. Duda Jr.
Richard J. Dumler
Sheila M. Durant and Curtis D. Robinson
Eunice V. and Chester S. Dymek
Lois V. and David W. Eck
Carolyn C. and Allen Eckhardt
Rochelle S. Eisenberg
Debbie A. and Larry K. Ellis
Teresa A. and Michael D. Estes
Brenda D. and Jeffrey M. Factor BBA ’80
Eleonore and Elemen H. Faerber
Ann B. and Dr. Z. Myron Falchuk
Carol Friend Feder and Jack M. Feder
Carol and Joseph M. Feig
Wendy Fain Feldman and Paul S. Feldman
Lisa Fenkell
Linda A. and Heldr J. Ferreira
Joan G. and James B. Ficht
Suzan J. Filanda
Diana and William Fiske
Lisa A. and Stephen F. Foley
Thomas Foley
Rosa A. and Byron N. Foote
Susan Fournier and Thomas McCurdy
Diane A. and Mark A. Franzisko
Paula A. and Michael F. Frey
Dori Fromer and Harley Frank
Marilena and Armando Gabrielli
Mildred S. and James A. Gianantonio
Nancy M. and Thomas J. Giordano
Anne H. and Thomas Giorgio
Renita Griswold Giorgio BA ’73, MA ’83, and
Dr. P. Anthony Giorgio
Margaret S. Glover
During fall weekend, Parents Association president Andy Spalla (left) presented a check for $257,000 to President Walter Harrison. The funds, voluntarily donated by parents who checked a box at the bottom of the semester bill, will be used to support University projects and programs that parents believe are important. Areas that will be supported in the 2008-09 academic year include campus signage, career services, Learning Plus, and the Center for Reading and Writing.
Friends

**MILLENNIUM SOCIETY**
- Marc C. Abrams
- Anonymous
- Gladys B. MEd ’69 and Robert E. Dunn
- Frances M. and Philip D. Feltman
- Beverly and Arnold C. Greenberg (Hon. ’93)
- Marie-Claire and Jean-Pierre van Rooy

**UNIVERSITY SOCIETY**
- Mary G. and Edward H. Budd
- Francine L. and Robert B. Goldfarb
- Helen B. and Harry J. Gray (Hon. ’78)
- Sylvia K. Leven
- Susan S. and Thomas E. Reich

**BENEFACULAR SOCIETY**
- Beverly and Arnold C. Greenberg
- Frances M. and Philip D. Feltman
- Jane Keller Herzig
- Elsie H. and Elwyn V. Harp
- Ray A. Graham III
- Judith and Dr. William C. Freund
- Stillman B. Brown

**REGENCY SOCIETY**
- Selwyn D. Berson +
- Dr. Edward Herzig

**REGENTS’ SOCIETY**
- Robert Balgley
- Judith S. and Coleman B. Levy

**HARTFORD SOCIETY**
- Nora B. and J. Danforth Anthony Jr.
- Elizabeth and Carlyle F. Barnes
- Joyce Bisberg Berson and Selwyn D. Berson +
- Stillman B. Brown (Hon. ’90)
- Dr. Lawrence M. Cathles III
- Kay and Logan Clarke
- Tom and Anne Decker
- Susan P. and Dr. Stanley Fellman
- Susan Finkelstein
- Robert W. Fiedler (Hon. ’00)
- Robert H. RA ’56 and Linda A. Forrester
- Judith and Dr. William C. Freund
- Hansi Gahni
- Ray A. Graham III
- Elsie H. and Elwyn V. Harp
- Jane Keller Herzig MEd ’81 and Dr. Edward Herzig

I. Bradley Hoffman
Nancy and Jeffrey S. Hoffman
Susan R. and Peter G. Kelly
Steven Konover
Louise L. McCormick
Susan G. and Kent B. McCray ’51 (Hon. ’97)
Denis F. Mullaney (Hon. ’93)
Paul L. Newman +
Dr. Romana Strochilz Primus and Charles Primus
Anja and Eugene Rosenberg
Marilyn F. RA ’79 and Harold Rothstein
Renée and Robert Samuels
Paula S. Steinberg
Sarah G. and Peter N. Stevens
Gail J. BS ’70 and Raymond S. Weinstein
Barbara F. Wolf and Andrew M. Schatz

**PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY**
- Alan J. Abrahamson
- Susan Brake
- Subhash Chandra
- Betty M. and George F. Clements Jr.
- Alison G. Coolbrith AA ’69 and Barry N. Lastra
- Robert L. Duffy
- Drs. Jane Edwards and Humphrey R. Tonkin (Hon. ’99)
- Barbara and Theodore Fichtenholtz
- Rochelle S. BS ’63 and David Fierston

Carol and Bernhard L. Kohn Jr. BS ’73
Rene Koopman
Trice Koopman and Mark Freund
Janet M. and Christopher Larsen
Mitch Leibovitz
Ann Z. Leventhal and Hon. Jon O. Newman (Hon. ’73)
Judith S. and Coleman B. Levy
Jane B. and Roger S. Loeb
Dr. Mary Beth Mathews
Kim K. V. McClain and Brian R. Smith
Carole G. and Joseph F. Mulready Jr. (Hon. ’71)
Lucille M. Nickerson and Ralph Zegarelli
Drs. Corine T. and Richard L. Norgaard
Hadass L. MEd ’84, MFA ’93, and Matthew Rubin
Elizabeth S. and Peter G. Russell
Diane Samuels
Nancy and Glenn Sherwood
Linda Rohrick Simons AA ’80 and Harris D. Simons
Lynnd A. AA ’77 and Peter L. Tedone
Sally and Allen Weintraub
Shirley B. and David Weintraub
Linda Chevront Wick and Walter Wick
Susan Rafferty Williams MEd ’76 and Eliot P. Williams
Penelope A. and John A. T. Wilson

**PROVOST’S SOCIETY**
- Marge Abrams
- Anonymous
- Austin D. Barney II
- Tracy A. BBA ’91 and Raymond E. Beloin
- Rose Z. Bernstein
- Diane F. and Richard P. Brainerd
- William Breetz

Katharine and Robert Fowler
Elizabeth H. Friedman and Edward A. Goldberg MBA ’69
Joanne Ferry Gates and Richard J. Gates
Joan T. and Dr. David M. Geetler
Joan and Gary S. Greenberg
Shepherd M. Holcombe Sr.
Cynthia A. Kaplan
Frederick J. Kaplan
Joan G. and Norman C. Kayser
Candace K. AA ’70, BA ’95, and Hon. Robert K. Killian Jr.
Deborah Koltenuk and Chris Merrow
Brookside Koopman and Mark Eaton
Dennis Korn
James B. Lyon
James F. Lyons
Anita L. and Wolfried H. Mielert BA ’66
Sandra S. and Charles B. Milliken
Robin A. and Philip A. Schonberger
Sonia S. and Mark S. Shipman
Lois and Howard J. Siegal
John Simoniou
Diane L. Smith and LaMont Andrews
Dr. Margery S. and Lewis J. Steinberg
Dr. Catherine B. and Keith A. Stevenson
Ernst Thomke
Merle J. and David S. Trager
Dr. Joseph and Cathleen Voelker
Elizabeth and Robert J. von Dohen
Sally and Hon. Jerry Wagner
Elisa Wagner Weinstein and Stephen M. Weinstein BS ’67
Sandra Rains West

**PRIME FACTORY SOCIETY**
- Marge Abrams
- Anonymous
- Austin D. Barney II
- Tracy A. BBA ’91 and Raymond E. Beloin
- Rose Z. Bernstein
- Diane F. and Richard P. Brainerd
- William Breetz

+ Deceased

Twelve of the University’s exceptional alumni were honored at the 2008 Anchor Awards Ceremony, part of Homecoming festivities. This year’s award winners included a U.S. Secret Service agent, the director of the FBI’s Terrorist Screening Center, a renowned percussionist, a winemaker and vineyard owner, and an opera singer. Front row (l–r): Shane Shanahan, Jason Damianos, Aaron Gold, Christopher Couto, Simon Liu, and Josephine Di Pietro Smith. Back row (l–r): Stephen Dalvai, Charles Seeman, Jim Purnell, Matthew Plenk, President Walter Harrison, Kent McCarthy, Leonard Boyle, and Paul Sittard, president of the Alumni Association.
President Walter Harrison’s 10 years of leadership are colorfully depicted in a larger-than-life photo display that was unveiled in Suisman Lounge in October. The University of Hartford cheerleaders and Howie the Hawk pulled back a blue curtain to reveal the 20-by-9-foot display, titled “Walt’s Walk Through a Decade.” The giant installation highlights some of the biggest achievements and most memorable moments of the past 10 years, from visits by such dignitaries as Queen Noor, Janet Reno, and Lech Walesa to the construction of new academic buildings and athletic fields. President Harrison took office on July 1, 1998.

Irene Papoulis and Michael Duff
Patti A. and Peter F. Poras
Stephan M. Pouech
Richard C. Prescott
Dr. Beatrice O. Pressley
Dr. Phillip I. Blumberg
Dr. Yolanda M. Pena-Walzak
Amy D. Pellerin
Nancy H. and Harmon A. Poole
Connie and Gary R. Poesnecker
Leesa L. and Howard H. Plude Jr.
Ginna C. and Randy J. Plude
Patricia Reville
Cynthia and Richard Retallick
Joel E. Rensel

Holly and Shaun Murphy
Mary Beth and Thomas E. Murphy
Delia E. Murray
Kathryn A. and John Murray
Linda and Gary Murray
Barbara P. and Howard Nair
Rosemary A. Nash
Thomas F. Nash
Lauren D. and Steven M. Nassau
Craig D. Nation
Lauren D. and Steven M. Nassau
Thomas F. Nash
Helen and Jason Pearl
Susan Pearson and Hank Prussing
Nancy and John Pelegrano
Amy D. Pellerin
Dr. Yolanda M. Pena-Waltzak
Abby S. was ’75 and A. Steven Perelman
Kimberly G. Peretti
Patricia A. Perritano
Kimberly G. Peretti

Kathleen R.
Luanne M. and William O’Keefe
Shiming and Taikang Ning
Patricia M. and Robert J. Obara
Phillip H. Obregon

Mary Lou and Lawrence A. Ouellett
Nancy Otter and David B. Pudlin
Kathleen and Lawrence Roberts
Nancy M. and Clifton J. Roberts
Joseph G. Robinson
Mary C. Robinson
Jane H. Rocca
Laura and John Roche
Loretta D. and Rodney J. Roderiques
Lisa L. and Mark D. Roellig
Katherine M. and Robert H. Rogers Sr.
Katherine R. Rogers
Lorraine K. and James O. Rogers
Nancy B. Rogers
Mei Yen Roquis MBA ’90 and Joe Rogus
Lisa and Steven Roman
Patricia B. and Charles A. Roohr III
Fernanda and Jose L. Rosa
Beth Rose and Jack Dougherty
Gary S. Rose
Nancy M. and Philip H. Rose
Flora S. and Bernard Rosefsky
Karen and Michael Rosen
Drs. Susan and Jonathan Rosenbaum
Judith Rosenberg
Roslyne E. Rosenfield and Frank Maslan
Alfred Rosenthal
Rebecca M. and Peter A. Rosenthal
Sue R. Rossi and Joseph S. Terzo
Yolanda M. Rossi
Maura J. Rossman and Richard Lichenstein
David Rothstein
Leslie and Paul Roy
Gwendolyn Ruggiero
Jean Laura Ruzsala and Robert Ruzsala
Debbie and Joel Sachs
Sandra L. and Michael C. Salamah
Bernice M. and Dr. Seymour H. Saltzman
Andrew Sanborn
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Institutional Partnerships and Sponsored Research

The Office of Institutional Partnerships and Sponsored Research (IPSR) is the lead office on campus for proposal development and postaward management of all external funding from corporations, foundations, and public institutions. This includes grants, cooperative agreements, and contracts. Our mission is to provide assistance to principal investigators in securing/obtaining and managing awards while ensuring proper stewardship of those funds. Recognizing that external funding is critical to advancing professional development, teaching and learning, and scholarly research, IPSR is committed to assisting and supporting faculty and staff to secure grants that further the mission of the University. Additionally, IPSR researches and disseminates information on potential funding opportunities; helps with the application process; ensures compliance with University and funder requirements, including federal mandates and University policies; and provides postaward coordination with the University and external offices.

International, Federal, and State Awards

Biria Technology, Pilani, Rajasthan, India
Capital Workforce Partners, Inc.
City of Hartford
City of Hartford Department of Development Services
City of Hartford Police Department
Connecticut Women’s Education and Legal Fund, Inc.

Hartford Foundation

The Hartford University, Afghanistan
National Academy of Sciences
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Endowment for the Arts
National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Science Foundation
State of Connecticut Children’s Trust Fund
State of Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism
State of Connecticut Community Technical Colleges
State of Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development
State of Connecticut Department of Social Services
United States Department of Energy
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
United States Small Business Administration
University of Florida

Corporations and Foundations

**Millennium Society**

Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
Abraham Krasne Foundation
The Shaw Family Foundation

**University Society**

Jewish Federation of Greater Hartford
H. A. Vanke Foundation, Inc.

**Benefactors’ Society**

Aetna Inc.
The Rhoda and David Chase Family Foundation, Inc.
Doris and Simon Family Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Irma and Morton Handel Foundation, Inc.
Hillett: The Foundation for Jewish Campus Life
Burton and Phyllis Hoffman Foundation, Inc.
HTMF Family Foundation
Koopman Fund
Landmark Partners, Inc.
Prudential Financial
Edward C. and Ann T. Roberts Foundation, Inc.
Roosa Family Foundation Trust
Schupp & Grochmal, LLC
Travelers Foundation
Paul Veneklasen Research Foundation
Zachs Family Foundation, Inc.

**Hartford Society**

The Aeroflex Foundation
American Chemical Society
J. Aron Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Corporation
The Barnes Foundation, Inc.
J. Walton Bissell Foundation, Inc.
Bob’s Discount Furniture
Charlevoix County Community Foundation
Aldo DeDominicos Foundation, Inc.
Ensworth Charitable Foundation
Gene Rosenberg Associates, LLC
HABCO, Inc.
The Hartford Courant Foundation
Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
Hoffman Enterprises

**Regents’ Society**

Allan S. Goodman, Inc.
Beatrice Fox Auerbach Foundation
The Barnes Group, Inc.
Benanav Family Foundation
Blum Shapiro Foundation, Inc.
The Brookside Fund
Cerami & Associates, Inc.
The Sandra and Arnold Chase Family Foundation, Inc.
Child Health and Development Institute of Connecticut, Inc.
CIGNA Corporation

**Cooper Industries**

Cutler Associates, Inc.
The Dornam Foundation
Fox & Bil Family Fund
Alexander A. Goldfarb Memorial Trust
Philip I. Hale Foundation

**Kibril Foundation**

Hilb Rogal & Hobbs of Connecticut, LLC
Kaman Corporation

**Timson**

TS Kim Architectural Fellowship Foundation, Inc.
Larsen Fund
The George A. and Grace L. Long Foundation
Manchester Honda
McCormick Tribune Foundation
PE & Associates
People’s United Bank
Pontiac
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
The Prospect Fund

**Carse Robinson Foundation**

S. D. Daniels & Company, P.C.
Shipman & Goodwin, LLP
The Stanley Works
Tagger Hill Foundation

**United Technologies Corporation**

Vanderbilt Charitable Foundation
van Zelm Heywood & Shadford Inc.
Walter Wick Studio
Webster Bank
Workmen’s Circle Cemetery Association, Inc.

**Presidents’ Society**

ARAMARK

**The Associated: Jewish Community Federation of Baltimore**

AT&T Foundation
The Beacon Light and Supply Company

Elizabeth Carse Foundation
Consolidated Health Plans, Inc.
The Daphne Seybolt Culpeper Memorial Foundation, Inc.

**Day Pitney, LLP**

Ellison Foundation
First Union/Wachovia Corporation
Bernice and Albert Hutzler Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Jerry’s Artarama of Connecticut, Inc.
J. M. Linton Trust
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Northeast Utilities Service Company
The Ira and Robin Pianko Family Trust
Pioneer Futures, Inc.

**The Saunders Foundation**

Schwab Charitable Fund
Louis and Martha Silver Foundation, Inc.

**TD Banknorth Charitable Foundation**

**Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program**

**Viking Fuel Oil, Inc.**

**ProvoSTs’ Society**

Abrahms Family Fund
The Ellen Abrams Foundation, Inc.
Aero-Med Ltd.
Albanmarie Equities, LLC
American International Group, Inc.
Anthony Sereslis Agency
Better Loan Society, Inc.
BL Companies, Inc.
Career Moves, LLC

**Carson Family Foundation**

Charles Schwab

**Combined Jewish Philanthropies**

Connecticut Trane Company

Dominion Foundation
Downes Construction Company, LLC

**DPMCT Inc./DBA Diversified Project Management**

**Ensign-Bickford Industries**

**Follett Higher Education Group**

**The Boeing Company**

**University of Hartford**

**Contact**

Peter W. Lisi, Director
Institutional Partnerships and Sponsored Research
860.768.2446
lisi@hartford.edu
Matching Gift Corporations

Abbott Laboratories Fund
Accenture Foundation, Inc.
Aetna Inc.
Alliant Energy Foundation, Inc.
Alianza of America, Inc.
ALSTOM Power, Inc.
American Express Company
American International Group, Inc.
American Nuclear Insurers
Analog Devices
AT&T Foundation
Babson Capital Management, LLC
Bank of America Corporation
The Barnes Group, Inc.
BlackRock
Boeing Aerospace Co.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Cargill, Inc.
ChevronTexaco Corporation
Chubb and Son, Inc.
CIGNA Corporation
CNA Insurance Companies
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of New England, Inc.
Deloitte & Touche USA, LLP
Diageo North America Foundation, Inc.
Dominion Foundation
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
Foundation
Ensign-Bickford Industries
Entergy Corporation
ExxonMobil Foundation
First Union/Wachovia
Corporation
FM Global/Factrory
Mutual Insurance
Follett Higher Education Group
Ford Motor Company
FPL Group Foundation, Inc.
Geico
General Electric Company
General Reinsurance Corporation
Gerber Scientific, Inc.
K. R. Grace Foundation
Harcourt General, Inc.
The Hartford Courant
Hartford Financial Services
Group, Inc.
Harvey Hubbell Foundation
Henkel of America, Inc.
Hershey Foods Corporation
Hoffman-La Roche, Inc.
Home Depot, Inc.
The IFF Foundation, Inc.
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
ING Foundation
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines
Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
KeyCorp
KPMG, LLP
Laticrete International, Inc.
Lehman Brothers
Lincoln Financial Group
Foundation, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company
Merck Company Foundation
Meredith Corporation
Merrill Lynch and Company, Inc.
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company
Microsoft Corporation
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Motorola, Inc.
New York Life Insurance Company
Northeast Utilities Service
Company
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company
NSTAR Electric & Gas Corp.
OneBeacon Insurance
People’s United Bank
Pfizer, Inc.
Pharmacia Corporation
Philip Morris USA, Inc.
Philips Electronic
Instruments Company
The Phoenix Companies, Inc.
Pitney-Bowes, Inc.
PPL Corporation
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Prudential Financial
Quest Diagnostics
Random House
Raytheon Company
RC Knox & Company, Inc.
Rockefeller Group
Seagate Technology
Sprint Foundation
The Stanley Works
Stop and Shop Supermarket
Company LLC
St. Paul Companies
Sun Life Assurance Company
of Canada
Tauck World Discovery
Teledyne Technologies, Inc.
Time Inc.
Timex Corporation
Towers Perrin
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Unilever Home and Personal
Care—USA
United Parcel Service of America, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation
UNITED Provident Corporation
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
Verizon Communications, Inc.
The Walt Disney Company
Foundation
WellPoint Foundation
Wells Fargo & Company
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Yahoo! Inc.

Other Organizations

MILLENNIUM SOCIETY
University of Hartford Parents
Association

BENEFACTORS’ SOCIETY
Capitol Region Council
of Governments
City of Hartford
Friends of University of Hartford

HARTFORD SOCIETY
Friends of Alumni Relations

REGENTS’ SOCIETY
Betty Cunningham Gallery, LLC
Center City Churches

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
Friends of Athletics Department
J. H. Cohn, LLP
Junior League of Hartford, Inc.
Musical Club of Hartford

PROVOST’S SOCIETY
Actuaries Club of
Hartford-Springfield
Connecticut Soccer School
Connecticut Society of Certified
Public Accountants
Corporate Robots, Inc.
Emanuel Synagogue Brotherhood
Friends of Homeless Sleep-Out
Greater Hartford Automobile
Dealers Association, Inc.
Hartford Consortium
for Higher Education
Hawk Girls Basketball Camp
National Basketball Association
Saint Francis Hospital and
Medical Center

DEANS’ CLUB
American Society of Appraisers,
Connecticut Chapter
Beta Gamma Sigma, Inc.
Connecticut Society
of Civil Engineers
Leadership First, LLC
New England/Maritimes
American Academy of Religion
Noble View, LLC
United Way of the
Capital Area, Inc.

ANCHOR CLUB
Amherst College Class of ’58
Reunion
Barney School of Business
Students
Congregations Beth Israel
Friends of University of
Hartford—CETA

CENTURY CLUB
Canterbury College
Connecticut Women’s Hall
of Fame
Deen-K Architect, P.C.
Emanuel Synagogue
Friends of The Hartt School
Giovanni Bakery
Glastonbury Hartwell
Soccer Club, Inc.
Horace Bushnell Management
Resources
Jewish Educators Council
of Greater Hartford

McMann & Tate, LLC
Old Stillwater Garage, Inc.
The Pequot Inn, Inc.
Planned Giving Group
of Connecticut
United Way of Rhode Island
University of Hartford—Hartt
Community Division
University Physical Therapy, LLC

DONORS
Adaskin String Trio
Angelus & Gold Publishing
Bill Delaney’s Garage
Chinese Historical Society
of Southern California
Connecticut Valley Regional
Ballet Company
Delta Gamma Fraternity

St. Paul Companies
Sun Life Assurance Company
of Canada
Tauck World Discovery
Teledyne Technologies, Inc.
Time Inc.
Timex Corporation
Towers Perrin
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Unilever Home and Personal
Care—USA
United Parcel Service of America, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation

The Ferris Group LLC
Irving Museum
The Manchester Road Race
Tauck World Discovery
United Way of Greater
New Haven, Inc.
University Faculty for Life
University of Nevada Center
for Basque Studies
Vintage Radio and Communications
Museum of Connecticut

The West Hartford Regents—
An Organization of Retired Men
What We May Be
WordTree Publishing
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The Founders' Planned Giving Society recognizes the thoughtfulness and generosity of individuals who have included charitable provisions for the University of Hartford in their wills, trusts, retirement plans, insurance policies, and life income arrangements of all kinds. Life income gifts include charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, and the University of Hartford Pooled Income Fund, all of which allow donors to transfer valuable assets or property in exchange for an income stream, typically for a lifetime. Upon termination of these arrangements, a distribution of the remaining principal is made to the University for a purpose designated in advance by the donor. Donors are usually eligible for charitable income tax deductions in the year their gift plan is initiated.

Thoughtful gift planning offers each person the opportunity to establish an endowed gift that can generate revenue for designated purposes, in perpetuity. Regardless of the method or amount of these plans, we are deeply grateful to each member listed below, including those who have chosen to remain anonymous. As of June 30, 2008, the total projected future value of planned gifts known to the University was $18,459,755.

Estate of David M. Glixon
Curley Family Trust
Estate of Josephine B. Carabillo
Anonymous

Mary A. Goodman Charitable Trust
Thal Living Trust
Estate of Alan Tompkins
Estate of Paul W. Zimmerman

Dorothy M. Schwobol AS '52
Carolyn Robbins Siegel AA '68 and Jonathan Siegel
Linda F. Me '85 and Donald R. Silpe
Helene F. and Irwin J. Sitkin
Joan AA '91, BS '83, and Paul A. Sittard BSEE '65
M. Katherine Welles Snyder
Ruth S. Solomkin
Marguerite and Talcott Stanley +
Lois K. Stein AS '54
Kathleen Farrow Stoddard AA '72
Emily B. Sweeney Me '62
Barbara A. and Warren B. Syer +
Rachel E. BS '64, Me '68, and Samuel V. Tannenbaum
Joseph S. Terzo BA '77, Me '82
Kathleen P. Teso
Dr. Millard S. Thomson
BMs '48, Me '49
Francine J. and Stephen Joel Trachtenberg (Hon. '89)
Marie-Claire and Jean-Pierre van Royo
Martha and Bernard S. Vinick
Hedda Windisch von Goeben BS '66
Elizabeth Warner-Paranov
Kathleen O'Donnell Yeaton
P. Teso

Estate of Florence E. Roosa
Sylvia M. Miller Trust
Samuel J. Kaprove Living Trust
Mary A. Goodman Charitable Trust
Thal Living Trust
Estate of Alan Tompkins
Estate of Paul W. Zimmerman

Names in italic indicate new 2008 members of the Founders’ Planned Giving Society.
+ Deceased
Endowed Scholarship Funds

The University’s endowment provides the financial foundation on which its future depends. Endowment funds are established by gifts from University of Hartford alumni, parents, and friends to provide permanent support for scholarships, faculty development, academic programs, the library, and unrestricted purposes to respond to new challenges and opportunities.

Gifts to the University’s endowment are gifts that allow us to remember the name of your family member, friend, or favorite professor in perpetuity while benefiting students for many generations to come.

For more information, please contact
Toni Robinson
Director of Donor Relations
860.768.2435
robinson@hartford.edu
www.hartford.edu/giving/donors

Aaron Family Memorial Endowed Scholarship
David and Miriam Abrahamson Endowed Scholarship
John B. Abrams Endowed Prize
John B. Abrams Endowed Scholarship
Phyllis Abrams Endowed Scholarship
Aeroflex Endowed Scholarship for Instrumentalists
African American Student Association Endowed Scholarship
Alfred Cohn Akon Endowed String Award
Ralph M. Aloysi Health Professions Endowed Award
Alumni Legacy Endowed Scholarship
Joanne Anderson-Reich Research Endowed Award
Milton J. Aronson Endowed Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed Athletic Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed for Hartford Scholars
Robert and Eleanor Balgley Endowed Scholarship
Barney Accounting Department Endowed Scholarship
Agnes and Cornelius Barrett Endowed Scholarship
Roy D. Bassett Endowed Scholarship
Jack and Tillie Bayer Endowed Scholarship
Mary Batterson Beach Endowed Scholarship
Wolfgang Behl Memorial Endowed Scholarship
The Belkin Endowed Scholar
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Hartt Endowed Book Award
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Judaica Endowed Scholarship
Florence Paul Berger Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Berkman ’51 Endowed Scholarship
Mary Yale Bettis Endowed Scholarship
F. S. Beveridge Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Elizabeth H. Bidwell Endowed Scholarship
Grace Bliss Endowed Scholarship
Harry S. Blumenthal Memorial Endowed Award
Dr. Karl Bohm Endowed Scholarship
Abraham and Mindel Bordon Endowed Scholarship
William and Henriette Brand Endowed Scholarship
James Brassil Endowed Book Award
A. Richard Brayer Endowed Student Development Fund
Peter K. Brett Endowed Scholarship
Jacob Bresnorkoff Endowed Scholarship
Brown School Alumni Endowed Association
Alline and David Burton Endowed Scholarship
Diane Cady ’79 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Justin Campeau Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Elizabeth Capen Endowed Scholarship
Jerome E. Caplan Memorial—
Johanna Wassau Endowed Scholarship
Louis T. Caraballo Endowed Scholarship for Violinists
John R. Carbone Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Grace Carney Endowed Scholarship
Frances Cassorina Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Cheiffetz and Tillie D. Cheiffetz
Endowed Scholarship
CIGNA Greater Hartford Community Endowed Scholarship
Richard Clarke-Sean Associates Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Coel P.E. Endowed Scholarship
Vincent B. and Mary C. Coffin Memorial
Endowed Scholarship
Concordia Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Andrew Coppola Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Frances W. Cosmus Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Henry F. Cote Endowed Book Scholarship
Aldo DeDominicis Foundation Endowed Travel Award
Lillian Wynne Delitch ’55 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Nijs den Ouden Memorial Endowed Prize
Dennis Paul Devin Endowed Scholarship
Edward Diemente ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Harold J. Dillon Endowed Scholarship
Domenica Di Matteo Study Abroad Endowed Scholarship
Jeanne L. Diorio Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dirrigl Family Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Judith and Samuel Donner Endowed Scholarship
Robert E. Donovan Endowed Scholarship
Paul Dorweiler Endowed Scholarship
Douglas Group Endowed Scholarship
Edmund W. Downes ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Doyle Endowed Award
Dr. Nathan Dubin Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Francine Goldfarb—Hartt School Community Division
Marilyn Kaplan Gershel Endowed Drama Scholarship
Emile Gauvreau Journalism Endowed Scholarship
Marlyn Kaplan Gershel Endowed Drama Scholarship
GHYWE/CYS—Hartt School Community Division
Ann Schumann Ferris Endowed Scholarship
Fellman Study Abroad Endowed Award
Milton J. Aronson Endowed Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed Athletic Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed for Hartford Scholars
Robert and Eleanor Balgley Endowed Scholarship
Barney Accounting Department Endowed Scholarship
Agnes and Cornelius Barrett Endowed Scholarship
Roy D. Bassett Endowed Scholarship
Jack and Tillie Bayer Endowed Scholarship
Mary Batterson Beach Endowed Scholarship
Wolfgang Behl Memorial Endowed Scholarship
The Belkin Endowed Scholar
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Hartt Endowed Book Award
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Judaica Endowed Scholarship
Florence Paul Berger Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Berkman ’51 Endowed Scholarship
Mary Yale Bettis Endowed Scholarship
F. S. Beveridge Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Elizabeth H. Bidwell Endowed Scholarship
Grace Bliss Endowed Scholarship
Harry S. Blumenthal Memorial Endowed Award
Dr. Karl Bohm Endowed Scholarship
Abraham and Mindel Bordon Endowed Scholarship
William and Henriette Brand Endowed Scholarship
James Brassil Endowed Book Award
A. Richard Brayer Endowed Student Development Fund
Peter K. Brett Endowed Scholarship
Jacob Bresnorkoff Endowed Scholarship
Brown School Alumni Endowed Association
Alline and David Burton Endowed Scholarship
Diane Cady ’79 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Justin Campeau Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Elizabeth Capen Endowed Scholarship
Jerome E. Caplan Memorial—
Johanna Wassau Endowed Scholarship
Louis T. Caraballo Endowed Scholarship for Violinists
John R. Carbone Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Grace Carney Endowed Scholarship
Frances Cassorina Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Cheiffetz and Tillie D. Cheiffetz
Endowed Scholarship
CIGNA Greater Hartford Community Endowed Scholarship
Richard Clarke-Sean Associates Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Coel P.E. Endowed Scholarship
Vincent B. and Mary C. Coffin Memorial
Endowed Scholarship
Concordia Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Andrew Coppola Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Frances W. Cosmus Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Henry F. Cote Endowed Book Scholarship
Aldo DeDominicis Foundation Endowed Travel Award
Lillian Wynne Delitch ’55 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Nijs den Ouden Memorial Endowed Prize
Dennis Paul Devin Endowed Scholarship
Edward Diemente ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Harold J. Dillon Endowed Scholarship
Domenica Di Matteo Study Abroad Endowed Scholarship
Jeanne L. Diorio Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dirrigl Family Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Judith and Samuel Donner Endowed Scholarship
Robert E. Donovan Endowed Scholarship
Paul Dorweiler Endowed Scholarship
Douglas Group Endowed Scholarship
Edmund W. Downes ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Doyle Endowed Award
Dr. Nathan Dubin Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Francine Goldfarb—Hartt School Community Division
Marilyn Kaplan Gershel Endowed Drama Scholarship
Emile Gauvreau Journalism Endowed Scholarship
Marlyn Kaplan Gershel Endowed Drama Scholarship
GHYWE/CYS—Hartt School Community Division
Ann Schumann Ferris Endowed Scholarship
Fellman Study Abroad Endowed Award
Milton J. Aronson Endowed Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed Athletic Scholarship
Vin Baker ’94 Endowed for Hartford Scholars
Robert and Eleanor Balgley Endowed Scholarship
Barney Accounting Department Endowed Scholarship
Agnes and Cornelius Barrett Endowed Scholarship
Roy D. Bassett Endowed Scholarship
Jack and Tillie Bayer Endowed Scholarship
Mary Batterson Beach Endowed Scholarship
Wolfgang Behl Memorial Endowed Scholarship
The Belkin Endowed Scholar
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Hartt Endowed Book Award
Millie and Irving Bercowetz Judaica Endowed Scholarship
Florence Paul Berger Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Berkman ’51 Endowed Scholarship
Mary Yale Bettis Endowed Scholarship
F. S. Beveridge Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Elizabeth H. Bidwell Endowed Scholarship
Grace Bliss Endowed Scholarship
Harry S. Blumenthal Memorial Endowed Award
Dr. Karl Bohm Endowed Scholarship
Abraham and Mindel Bordon Endowed Scholarship
William and Henriette Brand Endowed Scholarship
James Brassil Endowed Book Award
A. Richard Brayer Endowed Student Development Fund
Peter K. Brett Endowed Scholarship
Jacob Bresnorkoff Endowed Scholarship
Brown School Alumni Endowed Association
Alline and David Burton Endowed Scholarship
Diane Cady ’79 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Justin Campeau Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Elizabeth Capen Endowed Scholarship
Jerome E. Caplan Memorial—
Johanna Wassau Endowed Scholarship
Louis T. Caraballo Endowed Scholarship for Violinists
John R. Carbone Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Grace Carney Endowed Scholarship
Frances Cassorina Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Cheiffetz and Tillie D. Cheiffetz
Endowed Scholarship
CIGNA Greater Hartford Community Endowed Scholarship
Richard Clarke-Sean Associates Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Coel P.E. Endowed Scholarship
Vincent B. and Mary C. Coffin Memorial
Endowed Scholarship
Concordia Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Andrew Coppola Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Frances W. Cosmus Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Henry F. Cote Endowed Book Scholarship
Aldo DeDominicis Foundation Endowed Travel Award
Lillian Wynne Delitch ’55 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Nijs den Ouden Memorial Endowed Prize
Dennis Paul Devin Endowed Scholarship
Edward Diemente ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Harold J. Dillon Endowed Scholarship
Domenica Di Matteo Study Abroad Endowed Scholarship
Jeanne L. Diorio Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dirrigl Family Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Judith and Samuel Donner Endowed Scholarship
Robert E. Donovan Endowed Scholarship
Paul Dorweiler Endowed Scholarship
Douglas Group Endowed Scholarship
Edmund W. Downes ’48 Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Doyle Endowed Award
Dr. Nathan Dubin Endowed Scholarship—HAS, Inc.
Simcha and Aaron Dubitzky Memorial
Endowed Scholarship
Ernest A. Dudley Endowed Award
Herbert J. Duke Endowed Scholarship
Gladys B. and Robert E. Dunn Endowed Fund
for International Study
John and Mignon Dunn Endowed Fellowship
in Study of Voice
Hy and Micki Dworin Endowed Scholarship
Ellsworth Opera Endowed Scholarship
Emeriti Association Endowed Scholarship
Benjamin and Hannah Golding Endowed Scholarship
Arnold and Julian Goldstein Endowed Scholarship
Estelle C. Goldstein Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Mel Goldstein Endowed English Scholarship
Dr. Melvin Goldstein Endowed Award
Anne Goode Endowed Scholarship
Anna M. Goodwin Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Andrew Gordon Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Barbara Grassick Endowed Scholarship
Thomas D. and Natalie R. Green Endowed Scholarship
Greenberg Endowed Scholarship
Jacob and Ethel Greenberg Endowed Scholarship
William M. Griffin Endowed Scholarship
M. Leonard Grody Endowed Scholarship
Grosser-Zachs Endowed Scholarship
Al ’60 and Nancy ’77 Hajek Arts and Sciences Endowed Scholarship
Al ’60 and Nancy ’77 Hajek Technology Endowed Scholarship
William K. Halligan Endowed Scholarship for Violinists
Irama and Mort Handel Endowed Illustration Award
Robert Hanley Endowed Award
Bernard Hanson Endowed Scholarship
Raymond Hanson Endowed Piano Scholarship
Ralph Hart Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Hartford Art School Auxiliary Endowed Scholarship
Hartford Art School Dean’s Endowed Scholarship
The Hartford-Donald R. Frahm Endowed Scholarship
Hartford Partnership in Scholarship Endowment
Nina L. Hartin/Lillian M. Mansfield Endowed Scholarship
Estelle S. Hartman Endowed Sculpture Award—HAS, Inc.
Hartt Endowed Scholarship
Hartt Endowed Talent Award
Hartt Guild Endowed Scholarship
Hartt School Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Julius Hartt Endowment—Advanced Instrument Scholarship
Celia B. and Moses Hartzmark Endowed Piano Scholarship
William Randolph Hearst Endowed Scholarship
William Randolph Hearst Endowed Scholarship for the College of Education, Nursing and Health Professions
Conrad Hembond Endowed Scholarship
Alice ’66 and Arthur ’66 Herrmann Endowed Scholarship
Edward Herzig and Jane Keller Herzig ’81 Endowed Scholarship
Elisabeth and Alfred Hiebler—Hartt Endowed Scholarship
Walter Hodes Endowed Scholarship
Gloria and Jules Hollandier Endowed Scholarship
Chris Horton Endowed Scholarship
John and Carol Hunt Endowed Scholarship
William and Alice Hunter Endowed Scholarship
King Hussein Endowed Scholarship
Clement C. Hyde Endowed Scholarship
Harry Jacobs Endowed Scholarship
Wilson C. Jainsen Endowed Scholarship
Robert F. Jensen Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Frank O. Jones Memorial Endowed Scholarship
John Jorgensen Memorial Hartt School Endowed Cello Scholarship
John Jorgensen Memorial Hartt School Community Division Endowed Cello Scholarship
Irene Kahn Endowed Scholarship
Richard and Rose Ananian Kalajian Endowed Scholarship
Gil Kalins Endowed Scholarship
Kaplan and Garcia Endowed Scholarship
George B. Kaplan ’53 Endowed Scholarship
Kappa Mu-Tau Beta Pi-Dean Zerban Endowed Scholarship
Samuel J. and Abraham Kaprove Endowed Scholarship
James Karkus Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Gary Karr Endowed Bass Scholarship
David Anthony Kaufman Endowed Book Award
Marion and Richard Keller Endowed Scholarship
Nancy O. Klock and Stanley W. Klock Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Georgette Koopman Endowed Scholarship
Sylvia Koski Endowed Scholarship
Kotkin Family Endowed Scholarship
Ihsan Kouatly and Mamoudou Baki Kouatly Endowed Scholarship
Joanna and Vic Kozuira Graduate MBA Scholarship
Eileen S. Kraus Endowed Scholarship
Krieble Endowed Scholarship
LaBella Strings Classical Guitar Endowed Scholarship
Kathryn Ladd—Hartt Endowed Scholarship
Lawson-Putnam Endowed Scholarship
John G. and Percy Maxim Lee Endowed Scholarship
Mark J. LeMay Endowed Scholarship
Kurt and Henriette Leopold Endowed Scholarship
Al Lepak ’70 Endowed Scholarship
David Levin Endowed Scholarship
Morris Lipman Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Local 217 HERE Union Endowed Scholarship
Sal Lopes ’71 Endowed Photographic Excellence Award
Dorothy N. Lottstein Endowed Scholarship
Loizinski Family Endowed Scholarship
Eleanor A. Lucas ’47 ’51 ’56 Endowed Scholarship
Helen H. Lucas and Mitchell T. Lucas Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Morris and Bertha Lurie—Julius and Dorothy Glazier Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Mrs. “M” (Amelia Balcezak Mogielenicki) First-Generation Endowed Scholarship
Anita B. MacDonald ’47 ’59 Endowed Scholarship
Paul Mali Endowed Management Leadership Award
Leonard F. Manheim Humanities Endowed Scholarship
Seena Marcus Endowed Scholarship
Vytasaitis Marijonasus Endowed Scholarship
Martin Endowed Scholarship—Hartford-Hertford
Marty Endowed Scholarship
Stanley Mason Endowed Scholarship
Harriet K. Maxwell Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Henrik Mayer Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Scott McAlister Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Kent McCray ’57 Musical Theatre Endowed Scholarship
Kent McCray ’57 Opera Endowed Scholarship
Kent McCray ’57 Theatre Endowed Scholarship
Florence Carney McGuire Endowed Scholarship
Isabelle McLean Memorial Endowed Scholarship
David and Margaret McLellan Endowed Performance Award in Guitar
Ruby Meade Endowed Scholarship
Blanchard W. Mears Endowed Scholarship
Manuel S. Medeiros Endowed Scholarship
Mehri Endowed Honor Award
Helen Donahue Meskill Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eugene R. and Judith Michaud Endowed Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Elaine Goodman Miller Endowed Scholarship
Felicia C. Miller Endowed Scholarship
Michael Miller ’60 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Robert D. Miller and Flora L. Toce Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Minsky Endowed Scholarship
Eileata S. Dudley Mitchell Endowed Award
Frederick Russell Moore Endowed Scholarship
Watson Morrison—Hartt School Community Division Endowed Piano Scholarship
Anne and Irene S. Morse Endowed Scholarship
Eva W. Nair Endowed Scholarship
Arlene and Daniel Neiditz Endowed Scholarship
Minerva H. Neiditz Endowed Poetry Award
Doris and Russell Neisloss Endowed Award
Barbara Klemmer Nelson ’60 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dorothy A. Nettleton Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Edward Nichols Endowed Scholarship
Frances Nickerson Endowed Scholarship
Estate of Charles J. Nishon Endowed Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. Maurice O’Connell Endowed Scholarship
Myrtle E. O’Connor Endowed Scholarship
John Ostrom and Harriet Enders Endowed Scholarship
Emily J. Panik Endowed Book Award
Moshe Paranov Endowed Scholarship
Leonard J. Patricelli Endowed Scholarship
Susan Pelton Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Physical Therapy DPT Endowed Scholarship
Physics Memorial Endowed Award
Anna Bull Pierce Endowed Scholarship
Graham M. Platt Endowed Scholarship
Barbara Podorowsky Endowed Scholarship
Theodora Prentice Endowed Scholarship
Emma J. Pritchard Endowed Scholarship
Pryor Family Educational Opportunities in the Department of Nursing—University of Hartford
Betttye Raulinaitis Memorial Endowed Book Scholarship
Reich Family Athletics Development Endowed Scholarship
Belle K. Ribicoff Endowed Prize
Henry L. B. Rice Endowed Scholarship
Paulette Laplante Roberts Endowed Scholarship
Margaret "Peg" Rochford Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dr. John E. Rogers Minority Endowed Scholarship
Helen Rogow Endowed Scholarship
Bernard H. Rosen ’61 Endowed Scholarship
Elise and Samuel Rosenstein Endowed Scholarship
Bernard Roskin Memorial Endowed Book Award
Elinor and Jeffrey Ross Endowed Scholarship
Julius "Puppy" Roth Endowed Scholarship
Augusta Rubin Endowed Scholarship
Thomas W. Russell Endowed Scholarship
Gunter R. Sabionski ’65 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Brigetta Laraia Sagarino Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Girija Sahay and Ahilya Devi Sahay Endowed Award for Excellence
Charles Salsbury Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Abraham I. Savin Endowed Scholarship
Savings Bank Life Insurance Actuarial Science Fund
Guerrino Scerrato Endowed Scholarship
Bonnie and Stuart Schar Endowed Scholarship
Walter B. Schatz Endowment for Hartford Scholars
Oswald Scheller Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Herbert P. Schoen Endowed Scholarship
Friederich and Virginia Schorr Endowed Scholarship
Sid Schwartz Endowed Scholarship
Charles ‘74 and Susan Seeman Endowed Scholarship
Manfred and Carol Seeman Endowed Scholarship
Rubin Segal Endowed Scholarship
Madelyn Serbin Endowed Scholarship
Beatrice Seward—Hartt School Community Division Endowed Scholarship
Edward and Florence Shaperow Endowed Scholarship
George J. Sherman and Lottie K. Sherman Endowed Scholarship
Miriam Silcox Endowed Scholarship
Lorraine Silverman and Ray Seyferth Endowed Scholarship
Andal and Rao Singamsetti Endowed Award
Allan E. Sittard Engineering/Technology/Music Endowed Scholarship
Joseph H. Sofer Endowed Scholarship
Philip and Dora Sondik Endowed Scholarship
Virginia Whiting Southworth Endowed Hartt Scholarship
Michael Spinelli-Medici Endowed Scholarship
Oscar Spitzler Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Starr Foundation Business Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Irving Starr Endowed Scholarship
Steinberg-Viking Fuel Oil Company Student Travel Award
Michael R. Stroll ’67 Endowed Scholarship
Student Association Challenge Endowed Scholarship
for The Hartt School
Dr. Elisabeth Swain Endowed Memorial Book Award
Lucy and John Terzo Memorial Endowed Scholarship
William Teso Endowed Scholarship
Horst Thonke Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Tillinghast Actuarial Endowed Scholarship
Alan Tompkins Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Humphrey Tonkin Endowed Scholarship
Town of West Hartford Endowed Scholarship
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg Endowed Scholarship
Theresa B. Tracy—Red Caps Endowed Scholarship
Leonard M. Troub Endowed English Book Award
Jennifer Smith Turner and Eric Turner Endowed Scholarship
Ullico Endowed Scholarship
Kyle Valentine ’04 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Edmund and Helmi Valtman Endowed Scholarship
Eleanor Van Etten Endowed Scholarship
Katherine Van Etten Endowed Scholarship
van Zelm, Heywood and Shadford, Inc., Endowed Scholarship
William S. Vincent Endowed Scholarship
Bernard Vinick International Endowed Scholarship
Vitamaur Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Voldstad Family Endowed Scholarship
Walker Endowed Scholarship
Jeannette and Samuel Ward Endowed Scholarship
Sheila Ward Endowed Scholarship
Helen Griswold Wasserman Endowed Scholarship
J. Watson and Mary Batterson Beach Endowed Scholarship
Saul and Caroline Weber Endowed Scholarship
S. Edward Weinswig Endowed Scholarship
George Weiss Endowed Scholarship
Nancy and Stanley Wells Actuarial Science Endowed Scholarship
Nancy ’74 and Stanley Wells Endowed Scholarship
Nancy ’74 and Stanley Wells Graduate MBA Endowed Scholarship
Fred Wessel Endowed Scholarship
Richard M. Wetherell ’62 Endowed Scholarship
Frazer B. Wilde Endowed Scholarship
Beatrice Holley Williams Endowed Scholarship
Mrs. Harold A. Williams Endowed Scholarship
Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau Endowed Painting Scholarship
Mary and Alan Wilson Endowed Scholarship
Flora H. Perkel, Ann M. Winkler, and Joyce P. Winkler Endowed Scholarship
Adele Wise—Hartt Endowed Scholarship
WKND Endowed Scholarship
Max Wohl Endowed Scholarship
Judith P. Wolfson Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Woodland Systems Endowed Scholarship
Peter Yacavone Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Joseph and Agnes Yorkin Endowed Vocal Award
Edward Zachs Endowed Scholarship
Gladys Bursten Zatzkis Endowed Scholarship
P. W. Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Endowed Funds

Aetna Life and Casualty Library Endowment
George Askey Endowed Chair
Architectural Lecture Series Endowment—Jeter, Cook and Jepson
Architectural Student Show Endowment—Jeter, Cook and Jepson
Department of Architecture Informational Resources Endowment
Auerbach Visiting Artists Endowment
The Barney Faculty Excellence Endowment
Rosanna and Charles Batchelor Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Maxwell Belding Endowment
Millie and Irving Bercowitz Family Endowed Judaic Collection
Millie and Irving Bercowitz Family Endowment for the Teaching of Hebrew and Yiddish
Millie and Irving Bercowitz Judaic Book Endowment
Millie and Irving Bercowitz Judaic Lecture Endowment
Rose and Gerson Bernstein Endowment
Rose and Gerson Bernstein Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Frances F. Blumenthal Endowment
Millie and Irving Bercowitz Judaic Lecture Endowment
Rose and Gerson Bernstein Endowment
Richard Cardin '42 Endowment for Development of the Humanities Faculty
Elizabeth Williams Cathies Internship/Research Endowment
Center for Instruction and Learning Endowment
Reina B. and lsadore M. Chaiklin Endowment
Jack Chernak Memorial Endowment
Kay Knight Clarke Endowment
College of Arts and Sciences Staff Appreciation Award
William Sheffield Cowles Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Donald W. Davis AUC Endowed Award
Dean's Research Endowment
Deeds Symposium Endowment
David Einfeldt Memorial Endowment
J. E. Ellsworth-Ensign-Bickford Endowment
Endowment for Judaic Studies
Rose and Julius Kramer Cantorial Music Endowment
Rose and Arthur Fallmann Endowment
The Fran and Philip Feltman Endowment in Judaic Studies
Philip Feltman Endowed Professorship
Stanley Fisher Endowment
Ford Foundation Endowment
Jean and Donald Frahm Endowment
The Mary Primrose Fuller Endowment
Jose Garcia Endowed Collection
Pauline and Joseph Gareau '76 Endowment for Hillyer College
Bianche and Steven Goldenberg Endowment
Genevieve Goodwin Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Ellsworth S. Grant Endowment
Beverly P. and Arnold C. Greenberg Endowment in Judaic Studies
Beverly P. and Arnold C. Greenberg Faculty Development Endowment
Maurice Greenberg Endowed Chair for Judaic Studies
Phyllis '65 and Leonard Greenberg Endowment
Julian Gross Family Endowment
Thomas and Eleanor Hamm Annuity to Benefit Hart Students
Hartford Art School Art Collection Endowment
Hartford Art School General Endowment
Hartford Art School Print Workshop Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Herrmann Family Endowment for the Barney School Finance Department
Herrmann Family Endowment for the College of Arts and Sciences
The Hillel Activities Endowment
Hillery College Students of Color Travel Endowed Award
Barbara Hubbard Endowment
International Faculty and Staff Endowed Award
Jacobs Foundation—Judaic Program Endowment
List L. Jarvis Endowment
Jaccqueline S. and Philip R. Johnson Memorial Endowed Fund
Joseloff Gallery Program Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Judaic Capital Campaign Endowment
Florence Gates Judd Endowment
Alice Guepó Kaiser Chamber Music Endowment
Mrs. W. Keney Endowed Fund
R. C. Knox Center for Insurance Studies Endowment
David D. Komisar Emeriti Association Endowment
Koopen Endowed Chair—HAS, Inc.
Joseph Korzenik Fellowship Endowment
Aron Krivitsky Endowed Lecture for the Judaic Center
Roy E. Larsen Endowed Award for Teaching
Lee '94 and Michael Leahy Accounting Faculty Endowed Excellence Fund
Hartzel Lebed Endowment
Frances Lee Endowment
Leven Multipurpose Judaic Endowment
Library Archives Endowment
Library General Collection Endowment
Lincoln Foundation Endowment
Mall Management Faculty Excellence Endowment Fund
John G. Martin Book Endowment
Andrea H. Massa '96 Library Endowment for the Barney Accounting Department
Susan Mcclay Endowed Professorship in Music Theatre
The Harriet Rowley McKown Endowment
Merrill Lynch Library Endowment for Barney School of Business
Grace Parks Mitchell and Paul R. Mitchell Library Endowment
The Mock Trial Endowment
NEH-Greenberg Center-Philip Feltman Endowed Chair
Dora and Raymond Neiditz Art History Endowment
The Honorable Jon O. Newman Law and Justice Endowed Lecture Series
The Passionate Scholars Endowment
Perkins Visiting Artists Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Platt Family Book Endowment
Edwin J. Prior Endowed Business Library Fund
Albert Putnam Music Endowment
Gordon Clark Ramsey Creative Excellence Endowment
Belle and Irving Ribicoff Library Endowment
Belle K. Ribicoff Endowment
Celia Ann Roberts Library Endowment
John M. Rodenrik Grants in Pedagogical Innovation
The Helen Rogow Endowed Distinguished Visiting Lecturer Series
Roosa Endowed Chair for the College of Engineering
Rubinow Book Endowment for the Judaic Center
Russell Gift-Security Department Endowment
Prof. William Samolim Memorial Book Endowment
Renée and Robert Samuels Faculty/Staff Development Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Sidney Schulman Board-Designated Endowment
Ruby and Walter Schultz Library Endowment
Walter K. Schwinn Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Susan and Charles '76 Seeman—Barney School Endowment
Susan and Charles '76 Seeman—Hillery College Endowment
Guy C. Shafer Endowment
Shaw Family Foundation Endowment
Pauline W. Shulman Memorial Endowment
Betty and Irving Sikov Book Endowment
Barbara '54 and Robert '59 Simons Endowment
Lillian Margulies Singer Endowment for Jewish Humor
Robert E. Smith Endowment
Gertrude C. Soifer Memorial Endowment
L. Stanley Endowment—HAS, Inc.
St. Paul Travelers HELP Endowment
Mary C. Stretch Endowment
Eugene Sweeney Memorial Library Endowment
Sarah Supplee Swett Library Endowment
Joann B. Temkin Endowment Fund
Laurel Thomas Memorial Endowment
Dr. Humphrey Tonkin Library Endowment
Shoshana and Oscar Trachtenberg Endowed Faculty Award
J. C. Turner Endowed Book Award
Theodore D. Veru Endowment for Excellence in Business
Vilkauskas Family Endowment
The Hedda Windisch von Goeben Endowment
Wagar Family Endowment
Dr. and Mrs. Irving Waltman Endowment
Whitney Student Activity Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Mrs. Howard F. Whitney Distinguished Artists Endowment
Elizabeth T. Williams Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Barbara Hubbard Endowment
Mrs. Harold A. Williams Endowment
Joseph Zola Fellowship Endowment
The Passionate Scholars Endowment
P. W. Zimmerman Book Purchase Endowment—HAS, Inc.
Joseph Zola Fellowship Endowment in Holocaust Teaching
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Ways to Give

There are many ways to give, and every dollar you give back or leave as a legacy will make a lasting difference to the future of the University and its students.

Cash
Cash payments to the University provide significant benefits for the University and immediate tax savings for the donor. Like all other forms of giving, gifts of cash are available for immediate use by the University, or may be directed by the donor to benefit the University’s endowment. Checks should be made payable to the University of Hartford.

Gifts of Securities
Gifts of appreciated stock and mutual funds can be a wonderful alternative to cash. If you have owned the shares for more than one year, you get the double tax benefit of (1) a charitable deduction based on the fair market value of the securities and (2) the avoidance of capital gains taxes.

For more information or assistance in making a gift of securities, contact Crystal Waldo in the Advance- ment Services office at 860.768.2439.

Matching Gifts
Many businesses have programs that match the personal gifts made by employees, retirees, and family members to educational institutions. This is an easy way to enhance the impact of your gift. Information on your company’s matching gift program is usually available from your human resources department.

Bequests
You may make a bequest to the University by indicating either a specific amount or a percentage of your residual estate. If you already have a will, you may also contribute your home to the University in a bargain sale, an arrangement that is part sale to you and part gift to the University. You also consider naming the University as a beneficiary of an existing life insurance policy or purchase a new policy as a gift.

Real Estate
Real estate may be given to the University outright, used to fund a life income gift, or transferred to the University in a bargain sale, an arrangement that is part sale to you and part gift to the University. You may also contribute your home to the University and reserve the right to occupy it during your lifetime. Each plan can save you taxes.

Tangible Personal Property (gifts in kind)
Donating works of art and other noncash assets can be an effective way to support the University. Gifts in kind can be used by the University for educational purposes or sale, or to generate a source of income for the donor or the donor’s loved ones. Special rules apply for reporting gifts of certain property. The responsibility for an official appraisal rests with the donor.

A Gift with Funds That Return to You or Pass to Your Loved Ones
You can make a gift of cash or other assets through an arrangement that will provide the University with annual gifts over a specified period and then pass the gift principal to your heirs. Alternatively, you can elect to have the gift principal returned to you. These gift plans are known as charitable lead trusts. They offer valuable tax savings that are especially effective in making gifts to grandchildren and other heirs.

IRAs and Qualified Retirement Plans
Your retirement plan is tax deferred, meaning that it will be taxed—as it is withdrawn during your lifetime, in your estate upon death, and in the hands of your heirs—sometimes by as much as 60 cents on the dollar. Designating the University as a beneficiary of your IRA, 403b, 401k, or Keogh plan can ensure that every penny will be used to ensure your legacy.

Life Insurance
You may own a life insurance policy that is no longer needed for the purpose for which it was originally purchased. Consider donating such a policy during your lifetime to support your favorite University program. Such a gift offers you income and estate tax savings. You may also consider naming the University as a beneficiary of an existing life insurance policy or purchase a new policy as a gift.

Cash or other assets, may be found at www.hartford.edu. From the home page, select “Giving to UofH” and look for “Make a Gift!” Information about making a gift by phone or mail is also available. We encourage you to update your personal information when you submit your gift. A comprehensive section on planned giving, including information on gift vehicles and assets, may be found at www.hartford.edu/plannedgiving.

Giving Online
The University’s secure online giving page is accessible 24 hours a day on our website at www.hartford.edu. From the home page, select “Giving to UofH” and look for “Make a Gift!” Information about making a gift by phone or mail is also available. We encourage you to update your personal information when you submit your gift. A comprehensive section on planned giving, including information on gift vehicles and assets, may be found at www.hartford.edu/plannedgiving.
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